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ABSTRACT 

ANNETTE DEL C. TORRES EUAS 

SUPPLEMENTAL EARLY LITERACY INTERVENTION FOR FIRST GRADE 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS IN BlLINGUAL EDUCATION: 

DEVELOPMENT AND OUTCOMES 

DECEMBER 2007 

Academic success is closely connected to early literacy development. The 

literature is replete with evidence that early intervention is an effective instructional 

response for students who struggle in learning to read and write. Current knowledge, 

however, is based primarily on research conducted with monolingual English language 

speaking student populations. We know very little about the effectiveness of early 

literacy interventions for English language learners (ELLs). This information is needed to 

provide the best start in reading and writing for all students. 

The purpose of this quantitative study was to examine the outcomes of 

supplemental early literacy intervention for first grade ELLs in bilingual education 

through the study of the Descuhriendo la Lectura and the Accelerated Reading 

Instruction models. The research questions guiding this study were as follows: What are 

the outcomes of first grade supplemental early literacy intervention delivered in Spanish 

on the literacy development of bilingual students? What are the differences and/or 

similarities in the outcomes of two interventions: Accelerated Reading Instruction and 

Descuhriendo la Lectura? In order to answer these questions, a post-hoc research 
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approach was used to assess the pre-post outcomes of two interventions. Three 

independent school districts in the state of Texas provided a setting in which to gather 

information for 335 students. Archival data were collected on three outcome variable 

instruments for three intervention groups and a random sample group of students who did 

not receive an intervention. Data analysis included descriptive and inferential statistical 

techniques to examine and compare group and student outcomes. 

Results indicate that students who participated in supplemental reading 

intervention made significant gains. The students who were identified as struggling 

learners in need of intervention at the beginning of the school year made comparable or 

better progress than the students who did not need an intervention at the beginning of the 

year as measured by end of the year assessments. This information provides 

academicians and practitioners a better understanding of the outcomes of supplemental 

early literacy intervention in a bilingual education setting. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

Academic success is closely connected to early literacy development. Children 

who have difficulty learning how to read and write in the primary grades arc likely to 

continue having difficulty in school (Stanovich, 1979; Stanovich & West, 1979; Juel, 

1986). The difficulties of first graders who struggle in reading and writing compound 

over time and tend to habituate ineff cctive patterns of reading behavior that make 

subsequent remedial intervention less successful (Clay, 1987). Alternatively, students 

who benefit from an early literacy intervention arc able to return to the average reading 

group of their peers where they can continue to benefit from strong classroom reading 

and writing instruction without the need for lengthy remedial responses (Clay, 1987; 

Gaffney & Askew, 1999; Askew, Kaye, Frasier, Mobasher, Anderson & Rodriguez, 

2002). 

The importance of early literacy intervention for monolingual English speakers 

has been extensively documented (Grcdlcr, 1997; Shanahan & Barr, 1995; Pikulski, 

1994; Iversen & Turnner, 1993; Pinnell, Lyons, DeFord & Bryk,. 1994; Madden, Slavin, 

Karweit, Dolan, & Wasik, 1991; Shanahan & Barr, 1995; Aldridge, 2004; Center, 

Whelclall, Freeman, & Outhred, 1995; O'Connor & Simic, 2002; Mathes, Denton, 

Fletcher, Anthony, Francis, Schatschneider, 2005). Current knowledge, however, is based 



primarily on research conducted with monolingual English language speaking student 

populations. We know very little about the effectiveness of early literacy interventions 

delivered in the native language for English language learners (ELLs) (Neil & Kelly, 

1999; Ashdown & Simic, 2000; Cheung & Slavin, 2005). 

Research findings indicate that the most efficient pathway into literacy is a child's 

native language (Escamilla, 1998; Thomas & Collier, 2001; Snow, Bums & Griffin, 

1998). Literacy knowledge in the native or first language fonns a solid foundation of 

concepts and skills that transfer to literacy in a second language (Cummins, 2004). 

Additional research that addresses early reading instruction for ELLs, however, is needed 

in order to provide the best start in literacy for all students (August & Hakuta, 1997, 

1998; Fitzgerald, & Cummins, 1999; Hakuta, 2000). 

Statement of the Problem 

Hispanic students, in particular, Hispanic ELLs, arc leaving school at alarming 

rates (Valenzuela, Fuller, & Vasquez, 2006). Research shows that students who struggle 

with early literacy are very likely to continue to have difficulty in school. Students 

reading below grade level are likely to be retained one or more times during their school 

years. These retention patterns may have negative consequences for their academic 

achievement and may even result in school failure (Slavin, Karwcit, & Wasik, 1993). The 

majority of high school dropouts can be predicted by their car]y literacy problems 

(Walker, 1995). Considering the alarming dropout rates of Hispanic ELLs it is imperative 
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that educators identify and implement successful practices to support this group of 

students early in their development. 

There are a number of studies indicating that academic achievement gaps found in 

the literacy progress of minority students, particularly ELLs, may be prevented or 

diminished when students have the opportunity to participate in effective supplemental 

early literacy intervention (Escamilla, Loera, Ruiz, & Rodriguez, 1998; Cheung & Slavin, 

2005). Additional information exploring the outcomes of supplemental early literacy 

intervention in Spanish is necessary in order to inform best practices (Rodgers, Wang & 

Gomez-Bellenge, 2004; Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1999). 

Purpose of the Study 

While there is abundant work in the area of supplemental early literacy 

intervention for monolingual English-speaking students, the infon11ation regarding 

effective early literacy intervention for Spanish-speaking students in bilingual first grade 

is extremely limited (Fitzgerald & Cummins, 1999; Alanis, Munter, & Vi1lamil-Tinajcro, 

2003; Vaughn, Mathes, Linan-Thompson, & Francis, 2005). Additional research is 

needed that addresses the outcomes of bilingual early literacy intervention programs. 

The purpose of this quantitative study was to examine and compare the outcomes 

of supplemental early literacy intervention models for first grade ELLs in bilingual 

education through the study of the Descubriendo la Lectura and the Texas Education 

Agency (TEA) Accelerated Reading Instruction models. 
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Research Questions 

The following research questions guided the study: 

1. What are the outcomes of first grade supplemental early literacy intervention 

delivered in Spanish on the literacy development of bilingual students? 

2. What are the differences and/or similarities in the outcomes of two interventions: 

Accelerated Reading Instruction and Descubriendo la Lectura? 

A post-hoc approach was used to assess the pre-post outcomes of 335 Hispanic first 

grade ELLs in bilingual education, 252 of whom received supplemental early literacy 

intervention and a comparison group of 83 of their peers. Three independent school 

districts in the state of Texas provided a setting for this research study. Archival data 

were collected on three outcome variable instruments for three intervention groups and a 

random sample group of students who did not receive an intervention. Data analyses 

included descriptive and inferential analyses. 

Justification and Background of the Study 

The dropout rate of Hispanic ELLs in the state of Texas is a problem of immense 

proportions. Sixty percent of Hispanic students in Texas leave the school system before 

graduating from high school; moreover, 50 percent of ELLs in the state of Texas leave 

school between ninth and tenth grade (Johnson, 2006; Valenzuela, Fuller & Vasquez, 

2006). In 2004-2005, 96 percent of the total limited English proficient students (LEP) 

dropouts were Hispanic (PEIMS, 2006). 
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The Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) is an elementary and 

secondary standardized test used in the state of Texas to assess student attainment in the 

areas of math, English, science, reading, and social science (TEA, 2006). Results of these 

tests are reported yearly and provide evidence that the achievement gap in all areas and 

particularly in the area of reading between LEP students and non-LEP students grows 

wider for each grade level. An analysis of T AKS reading scores reported by TEA for the 

years 2005 and 2006 clearly indicates that LEP students are not achieving competency to 

the same degree as their peers. These gaps will be further explained in Chapter II. 

It is imperative that effective support systems he provided at every grade lcvel for 

ELLs so that they can be successful in school. These systems must include careful 

analysis of student outcomes if they are to impact achievement. The earlier those systems 

arc in place the more successful they will be. 

Effective support systems must address the main causes for student failure in the 

primary grades when difficulties are detected. Research indicates that early literacy 

difficulty is the main cause for student retention and dropout (Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 

1998). Therefore, it is critical for ELLs who are struggling with early literacy to receive 

intervention as soon as possible because without additional support their chances to 

graduate from high school are uncertain. 

A growing body of research confirms the effectiveness of early literacy 

intervention programs (Shanahan & Barr, 1995; Ross, Smith, Casey, & Slavin, 1995; 

Wasik, 1997; Slavin et al., 1998; O'Connor & Simic, 2002). Supplemental early literacy 
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intervention programs in Spanish are designed to support students in bilingual education 

settings who are encountering difficulty with reading and writing. These interventions 

supplement the work in reading and writing that is taking place in the classroom and are 

part of a comprehensive literacy plan. 

Intervention Models 

Supplemental early literacy intervention is an effective instructional response for 

students who struggle with reading and writing. Two early literacy intervention models: 

Descubriendo la Lectura® and Accelerated Reading Instruction are responses that are 

currently provided by a number of districts to Spanish-speaking first graders in bilingual 

education programs in the state of Texas. These models were selected for this study 

because they provided a unique context for extending our knowledge regarding the 

outcomes of early literacy intervention programs offered to Spanish-speaking first 

graders. 

Early literacy intervention programs arc part of a Texas, U.S.A. comprehensive 

public school district effort to support early literacy success for ELLs. Descubriendo la 

Lectura and Accelerated Reading Instruction use the students' native language to 

supplement classroom initial reading instruction in bilingual education settings and gather 

data about student outcomes. Early reading instruction in the native language fosters 

success in literacy and supports academic growth (Cummins, 2004). 

This post-hoc study examined and compared the outcomes of two supplemental 

early literacy intervention models for first grade ELLs in bilingual education: 
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Descubriendo la Lectura and Accelerated Reading Instruction. The existing archival data 

col-lected for each student by the districts for program evaluation and reporting for the 

2005-2006 school year provided a context to study student outcomes. The theoretical 

perspectives ofDescubriendo la Lectura and Accelerated Reading Instruction differ 

greatly. These two supplemental early literacy intervention models will be described 

below and their theoretical differences will be further explained in Chapter 11. 

Accelerated Reading Instruction 

The Accelerated Reading Instruction intervention is a component of the Texas 

Reading First Initiative. It identifies students who are struggling with reading and writing 

in the early grades K-5 through ongoing assessments and provides accelerated 

supplemental small group reading intervention. The results of the assessments selected 

from the TEA Commissioner's Approved List of Early Reading Diagnostic Assessments 

arc the primary criteria for student identification. Additional funding is given to school 

districts to finance these programs (TEA, 2005). 

Student identification stems from the assessments administered at the beginning 

of the school year. The state requires the administration of assessments as specified by 

the Commissioner's Approved List of Early Diagnostic Assessments. These tests are the 

primary criteria for student selection for Accelerated Reading Instruction. 

Teachers. Teachers facilitating these groups arc required to be highly qualified 

according to the criteria established by the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) (U.S. 

Department of Education, 2001 ); this means they must be certified professionals and 
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licensed in the areas of instruction for which they have been hired. Districts are 

encouraged by the TEA to use only certified teachers to deliver instruction and provide 

intervention and are cautioned not to use paraprofessionals for these purposes. Additional 

teachers may be hired for the implementation of this intervention. 

Lessons. Students participating in Accelerated Reading lnstmction receive 

systematic, intensive and targeted tutoring in the areas of need assessed by the test during 

regular school hours. These areas include phonological awareness, alphabetic principle, 

decoding, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. Lessons take place throughout the 

school year and may include a summer program for students who continue to have 

difficulty at the end of the school year. Identified students receive 30-45 minutes of 

targeted reading instruction during the school day. The lessons are delivered in flexible 

small groups of up to four children. Teachers are encouraged by the three participating 

districts to use small group reading instruction techniques. They arc also required to 

provide direct and systematic instruction in the areas of phonological awareness, 

alphabetic principle, decoding, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. 

According lo district literacy coordinators, teachers develop and implement their 

own lesson plans based on these guidelines. A typical Accclcratccl Reading Instruction 

lesson follows a small group guided reading format. It includes 30 to 45 minutes of 

targeted reading instruction to provide direct intervention in meeting the instructional 

needs of the students in the group. The tutors use materials from the campus literacy 
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library to select books based on the instructional reading and interest levels of the 

students. 

Reports. Texas school districts are required to submit reports that include 

information regarding the Accelerated Reading Instruction intervention program 

operation and effectiveness. 

Descubriendo fa Leclura 

The Ohio State University founded the first Reading Recovery University 

Training Center in the U.S.A. and shortly thereafter the Descubriendo la leclura 

Collaborative was formed in partnership with the Tucson School District in Arizona. 

Because of the urgent need to support the rapidly increasing population or EL Ls, the 

Descuhriendo la Lec/ura Collaborative expanded to include the already existing Reading 

Recovery Center at Texas Woman's University. 

The Descubriendo la Lectura program operates in close collaboration with the 

school through the supervision of a site coordinator and a teacher leader who are 

responsible for the overall program implementation. In addition, each district has the 

support of a university training center. The university training center is responsible for 

the professional development of the teacher leaders, the monitoring of program 

implementation, and for program evaluation. 

First graders who arc identified by their teachers as having difliculty with reading 

are administered the lnstrumento de Ohservaci(m at the beginning of the school year. The 

results of this assessment arc used in conjunction with the classroom teacher's lowest-to-
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highest ranking of the first grade class in terms of reading ability to determine which 

students should be selected for intervention. The goal of this procedure is to provide 

supplemental literacy instruction to the lowest-ranking 20 percent of the first graders in 

that particular school. 

The students selected are provided with one-to-one individualized tutoring. The 

teacher works with four students during the Descubriendo la Lectura portion of the day, 

tutoring each child individually for 30-minutc sessions. Each child's program lasts an 

average of 12 to 20 weeks. As these students complete their programs, their slots arc 

filled by the next lowest-ranking students. 

Teachers. Typically, Descubriendo la Leclura teachers are certif
i

ed and 

experienced bilingual teachers who have other responsibilities during the remaining 

portion or the day. Dcscuhriendo la Lecturo teachers receive a full year of training in a 

practicum setting that includes graduate level work and six hours of university credit. 

Arter their initial one year of training is completed, teachers participate in ongoing 

professional development designed to deepen their understanding of early literacy 

development and instruction and to assist them in working with their students. 

/,essons. The Descubriendo la Lectura lessons center around the reading and 

writing or continuous text. The teaching resources necessary for the program arc as 

follows: a variety of books that have been leveled according to their difliculty in terms of 

their syntactic, semantic, and orthographic characteristics, magnetic letters, a magnetic 

easel, blank sentence strips, markers and a notebook or paper for writing. 
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A typical one-to-one, 30-minute lesson, includes several components: reading 

familiar books, a running record of a book introduced and read the previous day, letter 

work and word work using magnetic letters, the writing of a story, the cut-up of the 

written story (transcribed onto a sentence strip by the teacher after the child has written it 

in her/his notebook) and the reading of a new book. Although these components will be 

the same for all students in the Descubriendo la Lectura program, the· quality- of the 

teacher/child interaction, the book selection, the tasks, the nature of the procedures 

selected, and overall teaching decisions will be different for each child. 

Reports. School districts participating in Descubrierulo la leclura are required to 

present yearly reports at the campus and district level. Additional reports are written at 

the state and national level by the Reading Recovery/ Descubriendo la Lectura University 

Center at Texas Woman's University and the Ohio State University National Data 

Evaluation Center. 

Students who have the opportunity to receive additional support in the fonn of 

intervention can accelerate their progress and return to the average group of their peers in 

a short period of time, where they can continue to benefit from regular classroom 

instruction without the need for long-term remediation (Pinnell ct al, 1 ()94). 

This research studied the outcomes of students who participated in these two 

supplemental early literacy intervention models. The two models described above arc 

currently employed in several districts in the state of Texas. The te1111s defined in the 

following section wi II be helpful in understanding the study. 
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Definition of Terms 

Literacy - Literacy is the ability to interact with meaningful and specific messages 

in written or oral fom1. It is a complex, constructive, psycho-linguistic, social, and 

cultural activity that draws on cognitive processes and systems that utilize visible and 

invisible sources of information in a flexible and integrated way (Clay, 200 I; Goodman 

1994; Poplin, 1988; Rumelhart 1994). 

!Wingual Education - Bilingual education is defined as the use oftwo languages 

in a program of instruction, the native language and a second language. Most of the 

literature reviewed for this study addresses Spanish as a first or native language and 

English as the second language (Krashen, 1996; Cummins, 2004). 

Early Literacy Intervention - Early literacy intervention refers to intensive, short

tcrm, supplemental literacy tutoring in kindergarten, first and/or second grade 

combined with good classroom reading instruction in order to support and accelerate 

the progress of students who arc finding difliculty in early literacy (Clay, 1985). 

/)escuhriendo la Leclura- Descuhricndo la Lectura is the Spanish reconstruction 

or Reading Recovery, an early literacy intervention model that provides supplemental 

and accelerated individualized instruction to first grade students who arc struggling 

with reading and writing (Clay, 1987; Escamilla, Loera, Ruiz, & Rodriguez, 1998). 

Accelerated Reading instruction- The Accelerated Reading Instruction 

intervention is a component of the Texas Reading First Initiative that identifies 

students who are struggling with reading and writing in thc _carly grades K-5 through 
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ongoing assessments and provides accelerated supplemental small group reading 

intervention (TEA, 2001 ). 

English Language Learner- ELLs (ELL) are students who have a native language 

other than English and are learning English as a second language. Stale de finitions and 

reports use the tern1 Limited English Proficient (LEP) student. LEP implies that the 

student has been identified and served in English as a second language or. bilingual 

education program of instruction. Since the LEP label may denote a deficit 

connotation, the term ELL will be used in this study unless state reported data is being 

presented (Valcnmela, Fuller & V {tsquez, 2006 ). 

Significance of the Study 

This study is significant in its unique focus on the outcomes of supplemental early 

literacy intervention programs for Spanish speaking ELLs who arc enrolled in a 

bilingual education first grade setting. There is a dire need for additional information 

regarding early intervention for first grade ELLs receiving initial literacy instruction in 

their native language (Cheung & Slavin, 2005). The results of this study acid lo the 

research base regarding the initial early literacy development of first graders receiving 

early literacy instruction in Spanish. In addition, the information gleaned from this 

study offers practical applications, as it can be useful in the design of programs to 

serve this group of students. 
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Limitations of the Study 

All Texas school districts that offered both Descubriendo la Lectura

implementation and the Accelerated Reading Instruction model in 2005-2006 (a total of 

12 school districts) were invited to pmiicipate in this study. Six districts expressed an 

111terest in participating but due to challenges dealing with staff availability and local 

responsibi Ii ties three were able to gather the necessary data. Therefore, not all districts 

with both intervention models in the state of Texas were included. For this research study 

data was collected and analyzed for three school districts and 26 schools in the state of 

l'cxas. The study included only the /)escuhriendo la Lectura and the Accelerated 

Read111g Intervention as these were the only supplemental early literacy interventions 

available to first grade ELLs in bilingual education in the participating school districts. 

The present study focuses on student outcomes; thus, it docs not directly deal with 

issue� related to program implementation. Desc:uhriendo la /,ectura follows strict 

guidelines regarding program implementation that include record keeping, lesson fcnmat, 

duration of the intervention, and teacher training. Since Accelerated Reading Instruction 

docs not follow the same guidelines, consistent data was not available. Therefore, the 

present study docs not include an analysis or program evaluation. The Accelerated 

Reading Instruction programs implemented in the districts selected for this study adhere 

to the requirements established by TEA. The requirements include criteria regarding the 

use or high I y q ual i lied teachers, criteria for student identification and placement, 

grouping of up to four students, 30-45 minutes or daily supplemental instruction, and 
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direct systematic instruction in the areas of phonemic awareness, alphabetic principle, 

decoding, fluency, vocabulary development, and reading comprehension (TEA, 2001 ). 

The Spanish literacy assessments used in this study were selected by the districts 

f1·0111 a list approved by TEA. The lnstrumento de Ohservacion de los Logros de fa Lecto

Escrilum lniciaf was used by all three districts for all Descubriendo fa Lectura students, 

!he lnventario de Leclurcz en Espanol de Tejas or Tejas LEE was used by two districts for

all students, and Evafuacion def Desarroffo de fa Lectura was used by one district for all 

studen!s, to assess early literacy development at several points in time before, during, and 

alter the interventions. Correlations bc!ween the instruments were not established; 

therefore, comparisons were made between students that took the same assessment. 

Summary 

Supplemental intervention is critical for the success of learners who arc having 

di nicul!y with early li!eraey. Further research studies that focus on this type of response 

arc necessary in order to provide a solid foundation for !he academic achievement of all 

students. This study examined and compared the outcomes of supplemental early literacy 

intervention models for first grade ELLs in bilingual education through the study of the 

ncsrnhriendo fa LC'Ctura and the Accelerated Reading Instruction models. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

Early literacy development is critical to academic success. Students who have 

difficulty learning how to read and write in the primary grades are likely to continue 

having difficulty in school (Stanovich, 1986; Stanovich & West, 1979; Juel, 1998). 

Supplemental early literacy intervention programs in Spanish arc designed.to suppoti 

students in bilingual education settings who arc encountering difficulty with reading and 

writing (Escamilla, Loera, Ruiz & Rodriguez, 1998). The purpose of this quantitative 

study was to examine and compare the outcomes of supplemental early literacy 

intervention models for first grade ELLs in bilingual education through the study of the 

nesrnhriendo la l,ec/um and the Accelerated Reading Instruction models. 

This literature review will present a rationale fix early literacy intervention and 

specifically for early literacy intervention in Spanish. Issues dealing with the 

development and research or bi I ingual education and its value for ear]y literacy 

instruction will be addressed. In addition, an overview of the theoretical framework of 

two models or literacy intervention will be presented. 
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Early Literacy Intervention 

First grade literacy achievement is an important factor in subsequent school 

attainment; students who do not learn to read in the first grade are also likely to suffer 

future literacy problems and school failure (Lennon & Slesinski" l 999; Stanovich, 1986; 

Ross, Smith, Casey, & Slavin, 1995). One in six children experience reading difficulties 

in first through third grade (Good, Simmons, & Smith, 1998). Children who have 

difficulty learning how to read and write in the first grade are likely to continue having 

dirticulty in school. Juel (1988) reported that 88 percent of children who had difficulty 

reading 111 first grade would continue to have difficulty reading at the end of fourth grade. 

Torgcsen states in his article l)revcnting Reading Failure and its devastating dovvnward 

111,iml (Amencw1 Educator, Fall 2004, p. 28): "Children who are poor readers at the end 

or first grade almost never acquire average-level reading skills by the end of elementary 

school". 

Literacy is the roundation or all other areas or academic learning (Snow, Burns & 

Gri lfo1, I <)<)9). Students arc expected to use reading to learn; when they struggle with 

l1tcracy, students arc very likely to struggle in all the other academic areas (Slavin et al., 

1998). According to Shaywitz ct al. ( 1999), chi ldrcn who were struggling readers at the 

end or third grade continued to struggle in high school. The authors attribute this to 

111cflcctivc reading strategic processing, lack or practice, limited reading opportunities, 

and l1·ustration. Young chi ldrcn who arc not making adequate progress in reading 

continue to rail further behind over time while their successful peers continue to improve, 
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widening the academic achievement gap. In addition, struggling readers have difficulty 

with reading fluency and vocabulary development, which in tum hinders comprehension 

(Stanovich, 1986; Torgesen, 1998). Inadequate early literacy skills exacerbate reading 

frustration and the subsequent avoidance of reading results in a cycle of reading failures 

and negative academic outcomes (Felton & Pepper, 1995). 

Students who fall behind tend to stay behind and the academic achievement gap 

grows wider every year (Zemel man, Daniels, & Hyde, 1993, 2005). The majority of high 

school dropouts can be predicted by early literacy problems (Walker, 1995). While long

term traditional remedial programs have very limited results (Spiegel, 1995) early 

intervention helps students ;ivoid more di niculties in schooling and in other aspects of 

life (Dworkin, I <)93). 

There arc two major early literacy intervention theoretical frameworks. They 

f'ollow corresponding theoretical perspectives regarding the reasons for difficulty with 

beginning reading. These two major theoretical lh1111eworks can be summarized as a 

complex view and a simple view or reading. 

C '0111JJ/cx View 

Several researchers address multiple and complex constructive interactions that 

· may present struggling readers with difficulty (Clay, 200 I; Poplin, 1988; Goodman,

I <)l)4; Smith, I ()<)4; Ferreira, 2003 ). Clay ( I CJ<) I) defines reading as "a message-getting,

prohlcrn-solving activity that increases in power and ncxibility the more it is practiced"

(p.(i ). In Clay's view or reading, students must perfo1111 a myriad ol' complex strategic
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cognitive activities that link several sources of information. The sources of information 

include visual information such as the symbols provided by the printer's code and 

invisible information such as the syntax of the language and their knowledge of the 

world. Students use these sources of information to perfonn problem-solving cognitive 

activities that allow them to interact with continuous text in a self-extending system that 

improves every time that it is used. Reading is an interactive activity centered on 

meaningful messages where students bring their language, their knowledge of the code, 

and their experiences to the story. 

Poplin ( 1988) defines learning as the construction of meaning or the process by 

which the learner constructs new meanings. There is an interaction between the new 

learning and a concept already known. Reading thus is a complex interaction of old and 

new meanings. Children continuously recall old knowledge and experiences that interact 

with the new learning in a spiral or complex cognitive structures. Recalled experiences 

arc lranslc.mncd into new meanings as comparisons arc made, questions arc posed and 

solutions discovered. Reading comprehension is personal and constructed within the 

context or the reader's individual experiences and processes (Poplin 1988; Dechant, 

I <JC) I ). 

These understandings point to a complex theory of literacy learning (Clay, 200 I). 

!\ complex view or reading supposes many cognitive processes, strategics, and skills, 

interacting in order to decipher a meaningful story. Meaning is at the heart of the activity 

and coniprchcnsion is ongoing and indispensable to decoding. Under this view 
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comprehension is not a product of reading but an integral part of the process. That is, 

reading cannot take place without comprehension. Students comprehend at the same time 

they are reading and their comprehension allows for effective and efficient processing in 

their interaction with print. 

Rosscnblatt ( 1985) discussed the interactions that take place during reading 

between the reader and the author. She explains that there arc two stances that can be 

taken in reading. The first stance is what she calls an efferent stance. This stance is 

necessary when the material being read deals with academic knowledge such as a science 

hook. The aesthetic stance is the stance used when poetry or prose is read. Both stances 

involve an interaction with the reader where the reader brings her/his knowledge into 

pb1y and these experiences contribute to the meaning that is extracted from the text. This 

is also a complex view or reading that places comprehension at the forefront of reading 

and as part orthe reading process, not as a result of reading. 

Under a complex view or reading, students who struggle with early literacy would 

need an early literacy intervention that takes these intricacies into account. Early literacy 

i11tcrvention lessons would revolve around continuous and meaningful lcxl and not a 

sequenced set or rules, isolated words, skills, or items ofknowledge that arc presented 

-out or context. The intervention would also entail massive amounts of reading of familiar

and new stories at instructional levels or di ITiculty that would allow students to utilize the

strategics that they already know at the same time that a little challenge is presented so

that they can ex lend strategics that arc only partially known and develop new ones. In
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order to achieve this, instruction focuses on supporting students' strengths and needs. 

Skills and items of knowledge are taught explicitly within the context of a meaningful 

story. Teaching decisions are made after careful analysis of patterns of student responses 

rather than based on a predetermined scope and sequence. Clear examples of specific 

skills and items of knowledge are chosen and taught in generative and productive ways 

(Clay, 200 I). This intervention would require "a highly trained teacher, working one-to

nne with a child and making contingent decisions based on careful observations of what 

the child can do" (Mceneaney, Lose & Schuartz, 2006, page 122). A complex theoretical 

framework such as the one described above forms the theoretical underpinnings of 

/)csc11hric11do la /,ec/ura and the lnslnmzell/O de Ohservacfr'm. 

Si11111lc Vic\\' 

J\ simple view of reading (Gough & Tu11111er, 1986; Hoover & Gough, 1990) 

proposes that learning to read involves two basic processes: learning to decipher the print 

and listening comprehension. This notion of reading supposes that when children are 

skilled readers they gain autornaticity with graphophone111ic decoding processes and word 

recognition and can perform both of these processes in ways that allow their attention to 

lt)cus on the meaning of the text while the mechanics ofrcading operate automatically. In 

- this simple view or reading, decoding skills and language comprehension skills are

equally important to reading comprehension_ In other words, if a child is good at

decoding words and the child understands spoken language without difliculty, then it
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would be safe to assume that the child would not have difficulty extracting the meaning 

from the text. 

Proponents of a simple view of reading affirm that when children are struggling 

with reading it is because they have deficits in language comprehension, and/or in 

decoding ski11s and are described as having 'garden variety' reading difficulties 

(Stanovich, 1986; Ehri, 1979). 

Stanovich ( 1986, 1991) posits that the primary enabler and most potent predictor 

of reading success is phonological awareness and that deficits in phonological processing 

can make it extremely difficult for children to learn graphophonemic correspondences, 

resulting in difficulties in reading. Ehri's position (1979) is that reading acquisition and 

phonological awareness are reciprocal, phonological awareness facilitates reading and 

reading facilitates phonological awareness, hence problems with phonological awareness 

would be a predictor of problems with reading. 

Under a simple view of reading, early literacy intervention would consist of 

direct, systematic, and sequenced instruction. The program would include emphasis on 

skills such as alphabetic principle, phonemic awareness, word recognition, fluency, 

automaticity and decoding. The Accelerated Reading Instruction model and the Teja~-.,· 

LEE were developed using a simple view of reading theoretical framework. 

Early Literacy intervention in Texas 

A Nation at Risk, the I 983 report of the National Commission on Excellence in 

Education, stated dissatisfaction with the educational system in the United States due to 
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poor performance of students in national and international assessments. This report 

resulted in an emphasis on educational achievement and test scores. During the early 

1990s the nation focused on reading achievement, particularly on the results of measures 

of reading ability. The National Reading Panel was created by the National Institute of 

Child and Human Development to identify successful reading programs and to propose 

recommendations for improving reading instruction in schools. Responding to the 

nation's continued interest in reading and academic achievement, President Clinton's 

Reading Excellence Act in 1998 made reading attainment a national priority. 

In 2002, President George W. Bush signed the No Child Left Behind Act 

(NCLB), which highlights educational accountability, high academic standards, and 

standards based annual assessments. This law utilizes statewide accountability measures 

to assess student performance and provide instructional intervention strategies to ensure 

that no group is left behind as a result of poverty, ethnicity, disability, and limited English 

proficiency. According to NCLB, schools that report low achievement scores and fail to 

make adequate yearly progress will over time be accountable for corrective action that 

may result in the loss or federal funding (United Stales Department of Education, 2002). 

While the intent of NCLB is to insure the education of all children in the nation 

regardless of income ability and background, the reality is that it actually forces schools 

to leave plenty of children behind (Dole, 2004; Books, 2003). 

The TAKS is the high-stakes standardized test used in Texas to comply with 

NCLB mandates. It was designed to assess students' understandings of the Texas 
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Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), which form the foundation of the state

mandated curriculum. It is administered to students in grades three to eleven, Students 

must pass the reading portion of the test in order to be promoted to the next grade level. 

T AKS reports show that LEP students continue to score at lower levels than their peers 

with each passing school year, consequently the gap between LEP students and non-LEP 

students grows wider every year. 

Table l shows the percentage of LEP students and all students in the state of 

Texas who passed the TAKS reading test during the year 2005 for grades three through 

nine and the percentage of LEP and all Texas students who passed the English language 

arts TAKS in the tenth and eleventh grades. Instead of a reading test, an English language 

arts test, which includes both reading and writing, is given at the tenth and eleventh grade 

levels. In third grade, 79 percent of LEP students passed the test and 89 percent of all 

Texas students passed, creating an achievement gap of ten percent. The achievement gap 

increased to 38 percent by filth grade and to 54 percent by ninth grade, the grade level 

when a large number of LEP students give up and leave the system. 

Table l. TAKS Reading S'cores 2005 

bO cri 

� 9-) 
·- .... 

u 
(I) C/) 

ci::: C/) 
•n �
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State 

LEP 

Gap 

3rd 4th 

89% 80% 

79% 581½, 

10% 22% 

* ELA (English Language Arts)

5th 

75% 

371½, 

38% 

6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 
*ELA

86% 81% 84% 83% 68% 

51% 33% 30% 30% 20% 

35% 48% 54% 53% 48% 

Adapted from: http://www.tea.state.tx.us/perfreport/aeis/2005/state.html
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Table 2 shows the percentage of LEP students and all students in the state of 

Texas who passed the T AKS reading test during the year 2006 for grades three through 

nine and the percentage of LEP and all Texas students who passed the English language 

arts T AKS in the tenth and eleventh grades. Instead of a reading test an English language 

arts test is given at the tenth and eleventh grade levels. The gap remains abysmal even 

though the percentages of tenth and eleventh graders are somewhat misleading because as 

indicated earlier, a large number of LEP students leave school between ninth and tenth 

grade. 

Table 2. TAKS Reading Scores 2006 

3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 
CJ) 

*ELA *ELA c rJl 

;.a (1) 
~ 

State 9Ql1/c) 83%i 81% 92% 80% 84% 88% 86°/4) 89% C'sl 0 
(1) u 
~ (/J LEP 82% 63% 48% 64% 29% 32% 41% 32% 36% I..O (/J 
0~ 

~--< Gap 8% 20% 33(1/ci 28% 51%i 52% 47% 54% 53% 
f-

* ELA (English Language Arts) 
Adapted from: http://www.tea.state.tx.us/pcrfreport/acis/2006/state.html 

The Reading First portion of the NCLB addresses the importance of early reading 

and highlights the value of research in the design and implementation of literacy 

programs and interventions (The NCLB Act of 2001, 2002). The closing of achievement 

gaps i1i literacy and academic achievement between struggling students and their peers is 

at the heart of this reform. The reform activists behind NCLB have stressed that the 

instruction of reading should be based on scientific research (U.S. Department of 

Education, 2001 ). 
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The Texas Education Agency (TEA) created the Texas Reading First Initiative in 

response to Texas Legislature mandates. According to TEA, this initiative consists ofa 

plan based on six important components of scientific research-based instmction, which 

includes elements dealing with leadership development, diagnostic assessment, balanced 

programs, intem1ediate intervention, progress monitoring, and student performance 

analysis (TEA, 1996). The Texas Reading First initiative requires schools to evaluate 

student performance, using an approved criterion-referenced test to identify early reading 

de ficiencies in the five key areas of reading development identified by the National 

Reading Panel: phonics and phonemic awareness, vocabulary development, reading 

fluency, and reading comprehension (Center for Academic and Reading Skills, 1999). 

School districts have been requested to consider the components mentioned above 

in order to design comprehensive early literacy education plans that include a cohesive 

vision. In addition, district goals must be clearly stated and combined with ongoing 

professional development that will allow administrators and teachers to understand and 

implement the curriculum (TEA, 1996). Under the Texas Reading First Initiative, 

districts are requested to tic programs and activities to student achievement. 

This state initiative mandates the implementation of several levels or tiers of 

int�rvention that serve as safety networks for struggling readers. These interventions 

allow students the opportunity to bene fit from intensive and focused supplemental 

instruction. A three-tier approach of intervention (Caplan 1961, 1962; Pianta, 1990) is 

recommended by many experts in the field of early literacy to reduce reading problems 
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and it constitutes an important component of a comprehensive literacy plan. In bilingual 

education classrooms, these additional layers of support are provided in the native 

language. 

Caplan conceptualized a three-tiered framework of prevention (1961, 1962). 

Pianta affirms that three levels of preventive services reduce the need for remedial 

programs (Pian ta, 1990). When these levels of preventive services are implemented, the 

capacity of remedial programs, according to the researcher, would then increase to meet 

the needs of students with severe problems. He describes three forms of preventive 

service delivery: primary prevention, secondary prevention, and tertiary intervention or 

remediation. 

Primary prevention programs are designed to reduce the rate of occurrence of a 

particular prohlem. This level of intervention is designed for a group of individuals who 

have not been identified as having a particular problem. A primary level of intervention 

works by strengthening the well-being of the individuals in the population as a form of 

immunization again the causes of subsequent problems. Primary interventions are made 

available to the entire population and arc targeted specifically toward groups and 

individuals. An example of primary intervention is good quality classroom instruction. 

Secondary prevention programs serve the groups who are very likely to suffer the 

problem at hand. These programs respond to an early identification process and provide 
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an intervention aimed at eliminating or reducing the risk for the problem. An example of 

secondary prevention is an academic tutorial program for students who are beginning to 

fail. 

Tertiary prevention usually consists of remediation after a negative outcome has 

been attained, that is after the child has failed. Documentation of the failure is necessary 

fo receive the services of this type of program. It is the most common form of formal 

intervention in school and traditionally includes programs such as grade-level retention, 

special education services, and long-term remedial interventions (Pianta, 1990). 

The Texas Reading First three-tier reading model is founded on this concept and 

consists of three levels of intervention for students at risk of reading difficulty (Texas 

Reading Jnitiative, 2003). These interventions arc intended to work in conjunction with 

excellent classroom instruction. Classroom instruction is the cornerstone and first tier of 

the plan. Ongoing monitoring and periodic assessment in the Texas Reading First model 

provide early identification for students who are struggling with early reading. This 

model supposes that regardless of the quality of classroom instruction, a number of 

students wi II need a secondary tier of support, which involves additional small group 

strategic instruction; and that another number of students will require a third and more 

intensive level of intervention. This third level of intervention is to take place before 

students experience negative outcomes. Jn the Texas Reading First implementation, this 

additional level of support is provided through intensive supplemental daily instruction 

for an extended period of time (Texas Reading Initiative, 200�)- Students who are 
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participating in a bilingual education program of instruction in the state of Texas are 

assessed and receive intervention in their native language. 

Bilingual Education 

Bilingual education consists of a dual language pedagogy that allows for the use 

of the native language in addition to the mainstream language as a means for instruction. 

Students receive instruction in their mother tongue in the content areas and in literacy 

while they learn English as a second language. The goals of bilingual education arc two

fold: English language pro!iciency at the highest academic level possible and academic 

achievement in all content areas (Willig, 1985; Collier & Thomas, 1992). Bilingual 

education has been a part of the educational system of the United States for centuries 

(Crawford, 2004). 

Bilingual education began in the 1800s when parochial and small community 

schools were an effort on the part or immigrants to provide tutoring or support for 

mainstream school learning and lo allow their children the opportunity to remain in 

contact with their language and culture. Bilingual instruction took place in German and 

Prcnch before it took place in Spanish. Moreover, dual language programs of education 

have existed in the United States in languages such as Russian, Norwegian, Italian, 

Polish, C;1,cch, and Cherokee. Stemming from the civil rights movements of the 1960s 

Urngress passed the Bilingual Education Act in 1968, which provided funding to school 

districts that implemented bilingual education programs (Crawford, 1995; Ovando, 

2003). Growth and strengthened implementation of bilingual education programs resulted 
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from the 1974 Supreme Court ruling that schools must provide an equitable education to 

language minority students (Lau vs. Nichols, Supreme Court Ruling, 1974). 

Teachers in bilingual classrooms guide their students toward mastery of both 

languages. They use techniques that facilitate the acquisition of English while providing 

opportunities for the students to continue strengthening their native language knowledge 

and skills while learning academic content at their age appropriate grade level. The use of 

the native language in an enrichment model of bilingual education allows students to 

perform at the highest academic levels (Ovando, Combs & Collier, 2006; Thomas & 

Collier, 2001 ). This in turn, prevents academic achievement gaps that surface if students 

do not understand the language of instruction (Cummins, 1995). 

_ Bilingual education programs in the United States serve Hispanic ELLs for the 

most part, although there arc bilingual education programs in Chinese and Vietnamese. 

Recently lhc popularity of Spanish/English and Chinese/English dual language programs 

has appealed to parents or monolingual English speakers because these programs offer all 

children the opportunity to become bilingual (Baker, 2006; Soltero, 2004). Quality 

bilingual education programs provide language learners the opportunity that every child 

should have, the opportunity to learn (Krashen & McField, 2005). The instruction of 

literacy from an additive and enriching perspective, one that values the strength of 

linguistic and cultural diversity is paramount. This view not only allows for a more 

effective transfer of literacy skills but also for greater academic gains and ultimately 
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builds the bridges to the academic and overall success of bilingual students (Krashen, 

1996). 

Bilingual Education in Texas 

There arc approximately 5.5 million non-English speaking students in U.S. public 

schools and 80% of these students arc Spanish-speaking students. Texas is one of 19 

states that have experienced a 200% English language learner population growth over the 

past 10 years (U.S. Census, 2000). According to the 2003-2004, student profile for the 

state of Texas 1,894, l 08 students or 44%> of the total student population is Hispanic and 

there arc 6(l0, 707 E LLs current I y enrol led in school. Of this group of students, 337,560 

elementary school students are enrolled in Bilingual Education programs (TEA, PEIMS 

2004), 

The current educational reform, NCLB, calls for scientific research to support the 

curriculum and instruction of all students and pays particular attention to the needs of 

ELLs. There is a concerted federal and state effort to close the achievement gaps of 

minority groups, particularly in the areas of reading an<l writing. Bilingual education is an 

effective way to close these gaps because it addresses the linguistic, literacy, and 

academic needs of EL Ls from an additive point of view, placing value on their linguistic 

and cu Itural strengths ( Freeman, 1993 ). 

Rilingual Literacy 

The primary goal of most transitional bilingual education programs in the United 

States is to enable students to become fully proficient in English and to attain mastery of 
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the academic concepts and skills necessary to be able to exit into a mainstream 

instructional program. The transfer of knowledge from one language to another has been 

explored by several researchers (Cummins, 2004). This theory is one of the fundamental 

concepts that supports bilingual education. In literacy, children interact with text to 

construct meaning by manipulating graphophonic, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic 

infomrntion. It makes sense that children who are learning how to read are able to access 

these cuing systems in a language they are able to speak fluently (Goodman, 1979). 

Language acquisition is developmental (Krashen, 1996). Children construct their 

understandings about the world through the use of language. The connection between 

language, cognition and code awareness is critical to the learning of reading and writing. 

Information accessed through the first language makes the second language more 

comprehensible, thus facilitating second language acquisition. Second language ]earners 

acquire language when they arc able to understand it. Language instruction should be 

frnmdcd on providing learners with messages they understand (Krashen, 2000; Perez & 

Torrcs-Guzm{m, 1992). 

Knowledge about the native language shares a common foundation with 

knowledge about the second language. ln other words, linguistic systems have a common 

underlying proficiency. This theory is referred to as the dual iceberg model of the 

hi lingual brain. The surface features arc different but the deep knowledge about language 

is the same. This common cross-lingual base supports both languages (Cummins, 1983 ). 
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It is important to understand that there are various levels of language competency. 

Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills (BlCS) is the language needed to interact in 

social contexts on a daily basis. This level of proficiency can be attained after a couple of 

years of social exposure to a second language. Cognitive Academic Language 

Proficiency (CALP) is the academic language that is needed to succeed in an academic 

setting; this is the language of school and learning. This level of proficiency is related to 

literacy, developed through schooling, and is estimated to be attained after five to seven 

years. The most efficient way to attain this level of competency is by strengthening the 

native language, not by replacing it (Cummins, 1993). 

/\. child with a strong literacy foundation in the native language will be able to 

· transfer many skills to the second language (Clay, 1993). For example, phonological

awareness is a skill that has been identi fied as trans ferable to a second language in

several quantitative studies. Cisero and Royer suggest a developmental order and discuss

the value of phonological awareness in literacy learning and its possible implication in

transition into English reading (Cisero & Royer, 1995). Durgunuglu and Oney also

idcnti fy several linguistic and metalinguistic areas such as knowledge of semantics,

phonology, syntax, pragmatics, and phonological awareness as factors that transfer across

languages to facilitate literacy and biliteracy (Durgunuglu & Oney, 1999, 2000). Reading

and writing arc more cfliciently taught in the native language, as these are skills that can

he transferred (Kroll, 1990).
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If knowledge is effectively and strongly developed in the native language, then it 

can be efficiently transferred to a second language (Saville-Troike, 1977). Literacy and 

academic proficiency in the first language foster conceptual and academic growth. This, 

in turn, facilitates literacy acquisition and academic achievement in the second language 

(Cummins, 1985, Cummins, 1987; Thomas & Collier, 1997, 2001 ). Considering these 

factors, it is evident that a solid foundation in the native language is important,, and when 

appropriate, an early literacy intervention that matches the language of instruction may be 

necessary. 

Early Literacy Intervention in Spanish 

Students who benefit from an accelerated early literacy intervention are able to 

return to the average reading group of their peers (Felton & Wood, 1992; Francis, 

Shaywitz, Stuebing, & Fletcher, 1996). However, once this critical period has passed, 

reading difficulties persist and it is unlikely that students will catch up with their peers. 

(Juel, 1998; Shaywitz ct al., 1999; Torgescn & Burgess, 1998). Therefore, in order to 

prevent academic failure, locus must be placed on early assessment, identification, and 

intervention for children who might be at risk of reading failure (Mathes, Denton, 

Fletcher, Anthony, Francis, & Schatschneider, 2005). This effort calls for programs that 

are sensitive to the needs and development of children in kindergarten and first grade, 

who arc in the very early stages of beginning reading (Clay, 1998; Scarborough, l 998: 

Torgesen, 2002). 
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The review of a limited number of early literacy intervention programs available 

in Spanish in the U.S. indicates that this is a viable intervention for second language 

learners (Cheung & Slavin, 2005). These programs assist Hispanic limited English 

proficient students in closing educational gaps efficiently and rapidly (Thompson, 2003). 

Longitudinal examinations of the long-term effects of these programs further indicate that 

literacy gains arc sustained in subsequent years (Escamilla, Loera, Ruiz, & Rodriguez. 

l <)98). While a number of programs have been designed to provide intensive and

accelerated supplemental instruction to struggling readers, only a few have been devised 

to meet the needs of first graders receiving early literacy instruction in Spanish in the 

U.S. (Cheung & Slavin, 2005). 

Summary 

Success in reading and writing in the primary grades is paramount for ELLs in 

bilingual education programs. Supplemental early literacy interventions delivered in the 

native language provide struggling students the oppotiunity to master critical literacy 

skills. This study examined and compared the outcomes or supplemental early literacy 

intervention models f'or lirst grade EL Ls in bilingual education through the study of the 

ncsc11hrie11do la /,ecl11m and the J\ccclcratcd Reading Instruction models. 
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CHAPTER II1 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

The purpose of this quantitative study was to examine and compare the outcomes 

or supplemental early literacy intervention models for first grade ELLs in bilingual 

education through the study of the Descubriendo fa Lectura and the Accelerated Reading 

Instruction models. The research questions guiding this study arc as follows: 

I. What arc the outcomes of l1rst grade supplemental early literacy intervention

delivered in Spanish on the literacy development of bilingual students?

2. What arc the differences and/or similarities in the outcomes of two

interventions: Accelerated Reading Instruction and Descuhriendo la lectura?

Overview or the Study 

In order to answer the research questions, a post-hoc approach was used to assess 

the pre-post outcomes or Spanish-speaking first graders who received supplemental early 

litcr;1cy intervention using the /)esrnhriendo lo /,ectum and the Accelerated Reading 

Instruction models. Three independent school districts in the state of Texas were included 

in the study. The participants completed their first grade interventions during the 2005-

200(1 school years. The sample included in the study represented students who received 

J\ccclcrated Reading Instruction, students who received J)es('u/Jriendo la J,eclum, and 



► 

students who received both Accelerated Reading Instruction and Descubriendo la · 

Lectum. In addition, a comparison/control group consisting of a random sample of their 

peers who did not participate in supplemental intervention was included. Data consisted 

of student scores from the lnstrumento de Observaci6n de la Lecto--Escritura Inicial, the 

Tcjas LEE, and the Jnstrumento para la Evafuaci6n def Desarrollo de la Lectura for the 

beginning and end of the school year. The study utilized descriptive and inferential 

statistical analyses to explore pre- and post- treatment outcomes within and between 

groups. 

Study Design 

l11itiul I )csign 

l11itially, the study design included two groups. The groups consisted of a group 

01· students who participated only in Accelerated Reading Instruction and a group of 

students who participated only in Descuhricndo la lcctura. This design was based on 

preliminary information that all students had participated in only one intervention. The 

distinctive characteristics or program implementation in the school districts added an 

<1dditional level ol"ricl111css and complexity to the study. 

I >csign 1lda1,talio11 

;\ number of students (80) received both interventions as part of a comprehensive 

early literacy intervention plan. This group or 80 students participated in Accelerated 

Reading Instruction and then received Descuhricndo la Lectura as a third tier of 

intervention. Therefore, they were included as a third group (receiving both 
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interventions) in order to adequately represent the contextual factors of program 

implementation across districts. 

Two districts provided information not only for the students requested, but also 

ror all bilingual first grade students in the district. Therefore, a comparison/control group 

or students who did not participate in either intervention was included in the design. This 

component has added to the significance and strengthened the interpretations of the 

findings in this study. 

r'ina! Design 

The 11nal study design included four groups. The four groups consisted of two 

groups that received one intervention only, Accelerated Reading lnstruction or 

ncsrnhrirndo la /,cc/uro, a group that received both interventions Accelerated Reading 

Instruction and /)csc11hric11clo la Lcc/ura, as well as a comparison/control group. The 

comparison/control group was formed by a random sample of their peers who did not 

receive ,1 supplemental intervention. Figure I shows an overview of the final design of 

the study. 
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Figure 1. Final Design of the Study 

Why/Purpose: Examine and compare the outcomes of two supplemental early literacy 
intervention models for 1st grade EL Ls in bilingual education through the study of the 
Descuhriendo la Lectura and the Accelerated Reading Instruction models. 

i 
What/Research Questions: What are the outcomes of first grade supplemental early 
literacy intervention delivered in Spanish on the literacy development of bilingual 
students? What are the differences and/or similarities in the outcomes of two 
interventions: Accelerated Reading Instruction and Descuhrjendo la Lectura? 

i 
Where: Three Texas school districts with bilingual education programs 
and 1st grade supplemental early literacy intervention delivered in Spanish. 

i 
Who: 335 1st grade EL Ls in bilingual education who 
received early literacy instruction in Spanish 

l 
How: Post-hoc study comparing pre-post treatment outcomes of three 
intervention groups and a comparison group 

l l i l 
Accelerated Reading 

/\eccl crated Descuhriend<J Instruction Comparison/Control 
Reading la /,ecturo and Descuhrjendo la Group 
Instruct ion Lectura 

(No Intervention) 

l i + 
Outcome Variable Instruments: /nstrumento de Observaci6n, Tejas LEE, 
l~voluaci<1n de/ Desorrollo de la !Jecturo 

i 
Data Analysis: Descriptive and inferential statistical analysis, pre- and post-
treatment outcomes for within and between groups 
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Timeline of the Study 

This study was conducted in four phases. Phase I consisted of the review of the 

literature and the development of the study. Phase II dealt with access and data collection 

across three districts. Phase 111 centered on the analysis and interpretation of pre- and 

post- intervention data and Phase IV dealt with discussion, conclusions and 

recommendations. 

Table]. Ti111eli11e of the 5i'tudr 
. . 

Phase 

f l/wsc I 
09/0 I /05 
to 07 /17 /0(l 

l'/wsc If 

07/17/06 
to 12/3 1 /0(i 

/'/iosc Ill 

· I 2/3 I /O(i
to 5/3 I /07

l'lwsc IV 

5/'!. 1/07 
to (i/29/07 

Focus 

Developed study 
design 
Developed criteria l'or 
district, school and 
student selection 

(iaincd access to 
districts and secured 
contacts 

I )ala Analysis 

Reported Findings 

Activities 

Studied existing district 
policies 
Gathered preliminary 
information 
Reviewed the two 
interventions addressed: 
DLL and ARI 

Procured consent and 
approval for study 
ldentil'ied instruments 
used by the districts 
Studied the instruments 
and considered validity 
and reliability 
Collected existing data 
V eri l'ied data entry 

Transferred data lo SPSS 

Summarized results 
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Review & Analysis 

Reviewed literature for 
pertinent information and 
previous research related 
to the topic 
Continued to expand and 
extend literature review 

Developed charts to collect 
data 
Coded data 
Developed database 
Conducted preliminary 
data analyses 

Conducted descriptive and 
inferential analyses 
Data intcqxctation and 
generalizations 

Discussed results, 
conclusions and 
recommendations 



District Selection Criterion 

The districts selected for the study offered bilingual education programs that 

delivered early literacy instruction in Spanish and had two types of first grade Spanish 

supplemental early literacy intervention in place: Descubriendo la Lecfura and 

Accelerated Reading Instruction. ln addition, the districts utilized Spanish instmrnents to 

assess early literacy skills in the bilingual first grade. The scores of these instruments 

were used to explore and compare the outcomes of the students. 

Several districts provided preliminary inforn1ation. Final district selection 

depended on the availability of the data and district authorization once access for the 

study was procured. Sec Appendix A and Appendix B for a research request letter to the 

districts and a preliminary information form. 

(,'u/11i11g 1tcccss lo the /)/slricls 

All districts in Texas with /)escubricndo la /,eclura program implementation were 

approached personally through program administrators about the possibility of 

participating on this study. The researcher followed up with an e-mail requesting 

preliminary inl·ormation about the availability ol'both intervention models and procuring 

gcncrnl information regarding district and school descriptions, bilingual education 

· program models used, and contact information for administrators. Once the availability or

the programs and the nature or the bilingual models were compared and found similar in

terms of hi lingual education program implementation in first grade, district

administrators were contacted and a formal request for permission to conduct research
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was mailed. Appendix A and Appendix B provide a copy of the letter mailed and the 

form used to gather preliminary data. 

When permission was granted, a district lead contact was given a letter outlining 

the details of the study and the timeline. This contact collected archival information for 

each school in the district where the Descubriendo fa Lectura and Accelerated Reading 

Instruction for bilingual f"irst grade students took place in 2005-2006 and for all students 

who participated on the interventions using EXCEL spreadsheets that were prepared for 

this purpose. The ronns used codes ancl numbers rather than names to protect the 

confidentiality of the participants. Sec Appendix C, Appendix D, and Appendix E for the 

data collection charts. 

Population and Sample 

Three independent school districts in the state of'Texas provided a setting for this 

study. The participant sample consisted or 2(> schools and :ns first grade students 111 

hi lingual education programs. The students included in the study were Hispanic ELLs 

who received beginning reading instruction in Spanish. These students completed their 

first grade during the 2005-200(> school year. 

/)isl ricl /)escriJJ/ ion 

The researcher reviewed the district information available in TEA reports in 

order to understand the population included in the study. The infonnation provided rich 

detail including accountability ratings from the state examinations as well as 

demographic data. This was the most recent published infom1ation available (TEA, 
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PE IMS, 2006). The three districts that participated in the study were rated Academically 

Acceptable by TEA for the 2004 and 2005 school year. 

The TEA demographic reports describe the student population as follows: 

A frican-Arnerican, Hispanic, White, and Other (Appendix F). In terms of ethnic 

distribution, District One had the largest percentage of White students and the smallest 

percentage of Hispanic and African American students. District One's percentage of 

Asian/Pacific Islander or Native American (Other) was almost the same as its African 

American student population. District Two had the highest percentage of Hispanic 

students. The ethnic distribution o!' Districts Two and Three was similar for White and 

Al"ric;m American population. 

District One is located in North Texas. It is served by the Region l O Education 

Service Center. It was the largest district included in the study. This district had 57 

schools and a tot;il student population of 43,815 students. According to their website, 

Dislricl One has grown rapidly and enjoys many new communities, businesses, and 

shopping centers. Up to ten institutions of higher education surround this district. Two 

major airports, museums, 1/,oos, gardens, and other cultural venues and amenities are 

easily accessible to this community. District One reported 3,653 students in first grade in 

2004 with a class size average or I <J. There were 3,762 students enrolled in 

Bilingual/ESL education programs. This represents eight percent of the total student 

population in the district. 
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District Two is located in the southern plains of west Texas. It is served by the 

Region 18 Education Service Center. lt was the smallest district in the study and included 

35 schools with a population of 20,831 students. This district reports new bonds to 

renovate their elementary and secondary school campuses. In addition, two new 

elementary magnet schools focusing in the areas of math, science, and technology 

recently opened. It operates 26 elementary schools, two early education centers, and nine 

high schools ranging from junior to senior high as well as one alternative school. There 

arc several colleges as well as a prestigious state university located in the area. The 

median educational level or the citizens of'this area ranks among the highest in the 

country. Students have access to several museums, and cultural opportunities are 

coordinated and promoted in the community. District Two had 1,550 students in first 

grade in 2004 with a class size average or 17. There were 1,509 students enrolled in 

Bilingu:ll/ESL education programs or seven percent of the total student population in the 

district. 

District Three is located in the Texas panhandle. It is served by the Region 16 

Education Service Center. It had 50 schools and a student population of 29,348 children. 

The district operates four high schools, nine middle schools, 3(> elementary schools, a 

· spcci;ilty high school, and ,111 altern.ilive school. There has been very limited population

growth and commercial development, and the area, in general, has suffered economic

deterioration throughout the years. The meatpacking and petroleum industries are major

employers lor this community. The school district is also an important employer.
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Residents of this area enjoy a number of natural attractions as well as historic museums, 

cultural museums and a perfom1ing arts center. There are approximately five universities 

and colleges in the area. District Three had 2,297 in first grade in 2004 with a class size 

average of 15. There were 2,525 students enrolled in Bilingual/ESL education programs 

or eight percent or the total student population in the district. 

Student Description 

According to TEA, economically disadvantaged students are those who are 

reported as eligible for Cree or reduced-price meals under the National School Lunch and 

Chi Id Nutrition Program. Pi tty-six percent or the student population in District Three was 

considered economically disadvantaged. District Two shows 47 percent on this category. 

while District One included only 12 percent. Appendix G shows a more detailed 

comparison between the three districts. 

The students that were included in the study represented three intervention groups 

and a comparison/control group. Sec Table 4 for detailed information. A total or 86 

students rrom all districts participated only in the J\ccelcrated Reading Instruction 

intervention. A total or 8(> students from all districts participated only in the 

f Jcsrnhricndo la J,cctura intervention. A total or 80 students from all districts received 

. both interventions. The comparison/eontrol group consisted or 8J students who did not 

receive ;111 intervention. 

The intervention groups consisted of I 08 girls and 144 boys. Records received 

from two districts indicated that 144 students were participating in free or reduced lunch 
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programs and 34 students were not. The random sample comparison/control group 

consisted of 3 7 girls and 46 boys. Records also indicate that 50 students from the 

comparison/control group were participating in free or reduced lunch programs and 34 

were not. The groups included in the study will be described in detail below. 

intervention Variahle Groups 

This study included 252 Spanish-speaking first grade ELLs in bilingual education 

programs who received supplemental early literacy instruction in 26 schools in three 

Texas independent school districts and 83 students who did not receive an intervention. 

In District One, 51 students participated only in the Accelerated Reading Instruction 

intervention and 27 students participated only in the Descubriendo la Lectura 

intervention. A total of six students in District One received both interventions. In 

District Two, one student participated only in Accelerated Reading Instruction and 31 

students participated only in /)escuhriell(/o la Lectura. A total of39 students in District 

Two received both interventions. In District Three, 34 students participated only in 

/\ccclcratcd Reading Instruction and 28 students patiicipated only in Descuhriendo la 

Lcc111m. ;\ total of 35 students in District Three received both interventions. 

The comparison/control group consisted or a random sample totaling 83 students, 

· 44 students 1·ro111 District One and J<) students from district Two. District Three did not

provide data for students that did not participate in an intervention; consequently,

students l'rom that district were not included in the random sample comparison/control

group.



Table 4 provides a description of the intervention groups including the three 

groups described above and a comparison/control group consisting of a random sample of 

students who did not receive a treatment because their test scores and teacher assessment 

did not show a need for intervention. 

Table 4. intervention Variable Groups 

Intervention Intervention T ntervention No Intervention Total 

District Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 

Accelerated Descuhriendo Both 
Reading la Lectura (Comparison/ 

Instruction Control Group) 

(J\RI) (DLL) (ARI and DLL)

District I 51 27 () 44 128 

District 2 31 39 39 110 

District 3 34 28 35 0 97 

Total 80 83 335 

Numhcr of" Students hy l11tervc11tio11 

The ::ns students that were included in the study represented three intervention

groups and a comparison/control group. A total of 8() students from all districts

participated only in the Acccleratccl Reading Instruction intervention. A total of 86

students from al I districts participated only in the Dcscuhricndo fa Lectura intervention.
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A total of 80 students from all districts received both interventions. The 

comparison/control group consisted of 83 students who did not receive an intervention. 

Table 5 shows the number of students and the percentages of the total number 

represented in the study by each intervention group. Participation by district will be 

further described below. 

Table 5. Number and Distrihution <�/'Students hy lntervenLion 

Intervention 

Accelerated Reading Instruction (ARI) 

/)csrnhric11do lu laccluro (DLL) 

Both Interventions (ARI and DLL) 

No Intervention (Comparison/Control 
Croup) 

Total 

/)istricf /lariuhlc (,'roll/JS 

Students 

86 

8(> 

80 

83 

335 

Distribution 

25.7 

25.7 

23.9 

24.8 

;\ total or three districts, 2(> schools, and 335 rirst grade students in Bilingual 

Education, including 128 students from District One, 110 students from District Two, and 

97 students rrom District Three were included in the study. Table 6 shows the number of 

students and the distribution or the total number represented in the study by each district. 

The next section will describe the comparison/control group. 
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Table 6. Number and Distrihution of Students by District 

District Students Distribution 

(½) 

District One 128 38.2 

District Two 110 32.8 

District Three 97 29 

Total 335 100 

Co11111oriscm/Control Voriahle Group 

111 ,1ddition to the data requested, two districts included data for all the students in 

bilingual first grade, including those students who did not receive an intervention because 

their lest scores did not show a need for this additional support. These data provided a 

r,mdom sample group to compare end of the year outcomes for the students who 

participated in the Accelerated Reading Intervention and Descubriendo fa Lectura. 

Eighty-three students were randomly selected for the comparison/control group using a 

random lahlc or numbers. This comparison/control group consisted of 37 girls and 46 

boys. They were al I first grade EL Ls in bi lingual education programs. Fifty students from 

the comparison/control group were participating in free or reduced lunch programs and 

34 were not. This group or students also received beginning reading instruction in 

Spanish hut did no! receive early literacy intervention. 

Data ror all the groups described above was collected using the Spanish early 

literacy assessments selected hy the districts included in the study. These instruments 
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provided pre- and post- outcome data for the groups of students who participated in the 

interventions. School districts also provided assessment data for the comparison/control 

group. The outcome variable instruments will be described in the next section. 

Outcome Variable Instruments 

The outcome variable instruments were selected by the districts from a list 

approved by TEA and are further discussed below. The /nstrumento de Ohservaci6n de 

las Logros de la Lccto-Fscritura lnicial, was used by all three districts for all 

Desc11hric11do la Lcctura students, the lnventario de Lectura en Espanol de Tejas or 

Tcjas U�F, was used by two districts, and the Evaluaci6n del Desarrollo de la Lectura 

was used by one district to assess the students' early literacy development at several 

points in time before, during, and alier the interventions. 

!11str11n1c11/o de Ohscrvaci/m de los Logros de la Lecto-Escritura lnicial

(l11strn111c11to /)e Ohscrvaci/m). The Jnslrumcnto de Observacion (Escamilla, Andrade, 

Basurto, & Ruiz, I <)9(>) is a Spanish reconstruction of An Observation Survey of Early 

Literacy i\chievement (Clay, I <)93, 2005). It is a conceptual recreation that takes into 

account the needs of children who operate in two languages and who acquire literacy 

skills in both languages. While it is delivered in Spanish, this instrument provides 

- teachers the opportunity to observe and analyl'.e literacy behaviors in both English and

Spanish.

The instrument consists or six tasks that provide opportunities for the teacher to 

assess the following skills: reading behavior in oral reading, decoding, concepts about 
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print, upper and lower case letter identification, knowledge of high frequency words in 

reading, writing vocabulary, as well as phonemic and phonological knowledge through 

dictation. Raw scores on the Instrumento are converted to stanines. Nonns and reliability 

measures have been established for each task for bilingual students in the United States 

and updated in 2005. The measures ofthe 'Instrumento' have also been correlated to the 

measures of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills or ITBS (Gomez-Bellenge et al. 2005). The 

tasks included in the fnstrumento de Observaci6n arc further described below. 

lclcnti/icacic'm cle Lctras (Letter Identification) 

This section or the fnstrumento de Observaci6n measures the number of upper 

case and lower case letters that a chi Id can identify by letter name, sound or a word that 

starts with that letter. The highest score that can be achieved in this section is 57 points. 

Prucha de F'afahras ( Word Test) 

This section or the /11strumc11to de Ohservaci6n measures the number of words a 

chi Id can read correctly from a high frequency word list in Spanish. The highest score 

lh'1t can he achieved in this section is 20 points. 

Conu·utos def Texlo lmnrcso (Concepts About Print) 

This section of the /11strumc11to cle Ohservaci/m examines a child's understanding 

of concepts about how print encodes information. The highest score that can be achieved 

in this section is 24 points. 
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Escritura de Vocahulario (Writing Vocabulary) 

This lnstrwnento de Observaci6n task measures the number of words a child can 

write in a ten-minute period. Students receive one point for each word correctly written. 

There is no ceiling score on this task. 

Dictaclo (Hearing and Recording Sounds in Words) 

This section of the lnstrumento de Ohservacion measures the number of 

phonemes a chi Id can hear and record when dictated a sentence. The highest score that 

can be achieved in this section is 37 points. 

Registro de Lectura (Text Reading Level) 

This task utilizes a running record of reading behavior to measure the highest 

level or continuous-text the child can read with a minimum of90 percent accuracy. There 

is no ceiling score on this task. Each number represents a text level of increased 

difficulty. 

While each task of the /nstrumento de Ohservacion has been described in tem1s of 

scores, the most important aspect of this assessment arc the anecdotal notes taken by the 

teacher. The careful an~ilysis or these notes will infrm11 the teacher and shape the child's 

progran1. 

Fl /11ve11torio de Lectura en Espaiiol de 1~jas: 5,'panish version of the Texas 

Prim{IIT Reading !nvcntrny (Tc(jas LEE). The Tejas LEE is an individua11y administered 

assessment designed for use with students grades Kindergarten through third grade 

receiving initial reading instruction in Spanish. It measures reading and comprehension 
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skills in Spanish. The Te.fas LEE is a criterion-referenced test. It is based on five 

cognitive elements: reading comprehension, language comprehension, phoneme 

awareness, concepts about print, and phonological awareness. In first grade, the Tejas 

LEE is administered at the beginning, middle, and end of the school year (TEA, 2005; 

Wren, 2006). The sections comprising the Tejas LEE are fm1her described below. 

Section I Conocimiento de las Sonidos (Letter-Sound Identification) 

According to the Tc;jas LEE Administration Guide, (2003-2004, TEA and the 

University of Texas System), this section measures students' understanding of sound

symbol relationships or the ability to identify the sounds associated with the letters of the 

alphabet. 

The possible scores for this section arc Desarrollado (Developed) which includes 

scores or 12 or more and No De.rnrrollculo (Not Developed) which includes scores of l l 

or less. 

Sections 2 through 8 Conciencia Fono/6gica (Syllabic and Phoneme ldentification and 

Manipulation) 

J\ccording to the Tc;jus u;;r, Administration Guide, sections 2 through 8 

( 'oncicncia Fonoh'Jgica (Syllabic and Phoneme Identification and Manipulation) measure 

. the student's ability to identify and manipulate individual syllables and sounds spoken in 

words. Possible scores in each sub-test on this section arc indicated below. 
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Section 2- Union v Segmentacion de las Silabas (Blending and Segmenting Syllables) 

The possible scores for this section are Desarrollado (Developed), which includes 

scores of 5 or more and No Desarrollado (Not Developed), which includes scores of 4 or 

less. 

Section 3- Omision de la Silaba lnicial (First Syllable Omission) 

The possible scores for this section are Desarrollado (Developed), which includes 

scores or 5 or more and No Desarroflaclo (Not Developed), which includes scores of 4 or 

less. 

Section 4- Onzision de la S'ilaba Final (Last Syllable Omission) 

The possible scores for this section arc Desarrollado (Developed), which includes 

scores or 3 or more and No Desarrollculo (Not Developed), which includes scores of 2 or 

less. 

Section 5- ldenti(icacion de/ Soniclo fnicial (First Sound Identification) 

The possible scores for this section arc Desarrollado (Developed), which includes 

scores or 3 or more and No Desarrollado (Not Developed), which includes scores of2 or 

less. 

Section ()- Uni<Jn v Seg111en/acicJ11 de los Soniclos ( Blending and Segmenting Phonemes) 

The possible scores for this section are Desarrollaclo (Developed), which includes 

scores or 5 or more and No Desarrollculo (Not Developed), which includes scores of 4 or 

less. 
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Section 7- Omisi6n def Sonido lnicial (Initial Phoneme Omission) 

The possible scores for this section are Desarrol/ado (Developed), which includes 

scores of 3 or more and No Desarrollado (Not Developed), which includes scores of 2 or 

less. 

Section 8- Omisi6n def Sonido Final (Final Phoneme Omission) 

The possible scores for this section are Desarrollado (Developed), which includes 

scores or 3 or more and No Desarrollado (Not Developed), which includes scores of 2 or 

less. 

gxactitucl de Leclura (Reading Accuracy) 

According to the Te.fas LEE Administration Guide, this subtest measures the 

ability to accurately read written text. The text selection (Stories 1-5, in gradient of 

di niculty, I is designated the easiest and five the most difficult) is based on the number 

or words read correctly on Section 11. Reconocimiento de Palabras (Word Test). The 

results or this section arc used to choose the story the child will read, but the scores are 

not recorded. Ir a child reads nine or fewer words con-ectly, the child does not read a 

story, but instead he or she wi II listen to a story and respond to oral comprehension 

questions. Ir a chi Id re(1ds I 0-11 words correctly, the child will read Story l. If a child 

reads 14-17 words correctly, the child will read Story 2. Jf a child reads 18-21 words 

correctly, the child will read Story 3. If a child reads 22-24 words correctly, the child will 

read Story 4. If a chi Id reads 25 or more words correctly, the child will read Story 5. 
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If a child cannot read the recommended story, based on a predetermined number 

of incorrect responses, then the previous story level will be administered (for example 

Story 4 instead of 5). The number of the story is recorded l being the lowest and 5 the 

highest (2003-2004, TEA and the University of Texas System). 

Proporcir'm de la Fluidez de la Lectura (Reading Fluency) 

According to the Tejas LEE Administration Guide, this score measures the ability 

to accurately read text fluidly and automatically. The fonnula used to score this section 

is: (Number of words read correctly)--;- (Number of seconds in which the passage was 

read) X <iO c-c: Fluency Rate. 

Co111ure11si/m de /,ectura (Reading Comprehension) 

According to the Tejas LEE Administration Guide, this subtest measures the 

ability lo understand the context or the text that the student has read. The possible scores 

for this section arc Desarrolfado (Developed) which includes scores of 5 or more and No 

ncsarrullwlu (Not Developed) which includes scores of 4 or less. 

,\1w11isli /)evelopmcntal Reading /lsscssrnent, · Evaluacion de/ Desarrollo de la 

/,ectura · (/�DI,). This assessment is used to monitor Spanish-speaking K-3 students' 

reading pcrl'ormancc and allows ror periodic assessments for accountability. This is a 

. criterion-referenced test; normative data arc not presented. All the materials have been 

field-tested in Spanish for reliability and validity with bilingual educators across the 

United States. Reading comprehension and oral reading accuracy are used in assessing 

clecocling skills. This assessment measures a reading level using a running record of 



reading behavior (Clay, 1993). Rubrics are provided for evaluating comprehension 

through story retelling and specific comprehension questions. Cognitive elements 

included are reading comprehension and decoding (Wren, 2006). 

Data for first grade students in the state of Texas, including students in 

Accelerated Reading Instruction and Descubriendo la Lectura was collected at the 

beginning, in January, and at the end of the school year by the school districts using one 

or a combination of the instruments mentioned above. For students in the Descubriendo 

/u /,cc/um program lnstrumento de Ohservacic'm. additional data were collected at the 

bcgi nn i ng or the i ntcrvention, upon exit, and at the end of the school year. This post-hoc 

study utilized the districts' archives to access the data needed. 

Data Collection 

Archival data were collected for Spanish speaking, first graders, who received 

beginning reading instruction in Spanish and who participated in Dcscuhricndo lo 

Lccturu and/or the Accclcratcd Reading Instruction intervention during the 2005-2006 

school year. Data col lcction included student demographic infom1ation as wc11 ~s scores 

from the lnstrumrnto de Ohservacic'm de la Lecto-Escritura /nicial, the Tejas LEE, and 

the /11stn1n1e11!0 pom la Evah.wcic'm de/ Desarrullo de la Lectura for the beginning and 

_end or the school year. Sec Appendixes C, D, and E for the data collection charts. 

When permission was granted to collect data at the district and at the school level, 

the lead contacts in each district were provided detailed information explaining the data 

collection procedures in meetings, letters and e-mails. Lead contacts were also provided 
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with electronic EXCEL charts for each campus as well as a chart for the district. The data 

requested included, gender, birth date, free or reduced lunch information, English and 

Spanish level of proficiency at the beginning of first grade, and participation in early 

literacy intervention programs, as well as test scores for the beginning, middle and end of 

the year. Once the data for all the campuses was collected, the lead contacts transferred 

the data to a district chart and made the infomiation available to the researcher. 

It took approximately four months to collect the data for the three districts. The 

data received at the end of this process did not include all the infonnation requested, 

mostly, mid-year test scores and language proficiency infonnation was missing. 

Strategics to procure the missing data included communication via phone calls, e-mails, 

and personal visits. The data collected at the end of this effort was carefully checked and 

vcri lied for accuracy. 

The next step involved coding the data and developing a new EXCEL structure. 

The database integrated the various measures as well as the students' demographic 

inrorrnation. This was done in preparation for the statistical analysis of each outcome 

measure using the Statistical Package for Social S~iences, version 15.0 (SPSS 15). 

Data Analysis 

The EXCEL file used to aggregate all the data collected was transformed to an 

SPSS database file and statistical analyses were conducted. The first level of data analysis 

consisted or descriptive statistics which were reported in a tabular format as prescribed 
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by the American Psychological Association (AP A) Manual (s th Edition). This level of 

analysis included frequencies, percentages, means and standard deviations. 

In order to explore the outcomes of first grade supplemental early literacy 

intervention delivered in Spanish on the literacy development of bilingual students, 

paired t-tests were conducted for each task on every assessment, comparing means of the 

various groups on the subtests of the Tejas LEE, the lnstrumento de Observaci6n, and the 

Evoluaci/Jn def Desarrollo de la Lectura. ln addition, gains of the intervention groups 

and the comparison/control group in the assessments tasks were determined by 

subtracting beginning of the year means from the end of the year means. A gains rate was 

determined for the Tc;jas LEE tasks by dividing the intervention group gains by the 

comparison/control group gains. The results of these procedures were then further 

organized and analyzed utilizing tables and graphs in the fom1 of bar charls. 

In order to ex pl ore the di ffcrcnccs and/or simi laritics in the outcomes of two 

interventions: /\ccelcratcd Reading Instruction and /Jescuhriendo la Lectura, descriptive 

and inferential analyses to explore pre- and post- treatment outcomes within and between 

groups were performed using analysis of variance and post-hoc tests. One-way analyses 

or variance were used to determine if there were significant differences between 

. intervention groups or between districts. Tukey post-hoc analyses were also conducted to 

study multiple comparisons between the group or students who received only Accelerated 

Reading Instruction or only Descuhriendo la Lectura, and the group of students who 
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received both models: Accelerated Reading Instmction and Descubriendo la Lectura and 

to explore multiple comparisons between districts. 

Background of the Researcher 

During the course of this study, the researcher was employed as a bilingual 

education teacher training program administrator and instructor. Before beginning 

doctoral studies, she received a Master in Education with a focus on Bilingual/ESL 

instruction from Texas Woman's University where she also received training in the 

Reading Recovery/ Descubriendo la Lectura, program. The researcher is a professional 

educator with 15 years of classroom and administrative experience and is certified in the 

state or Texas to teach the elementary grades of Pre-Kindergarten through sixth. The 

training and expertise in the areas of focus of this study contributed to the understanding 

or lhc complex issues in the early literacy development of Spanish-speaking students. 

Summary 

This quantitative study examined and compared the outcomes of supplemental 

early literacy intervention models for !irst grade ELLs in bilingual education through the 

study or the Oesrnhric/1(/o la Lcctura and the Accelerated Reading Instruction models. 

Archival data was collected for Spanish-speaking first graders, who received beginning 

reading instruction in Spanish and who participated in Descuhricndo la Lectura and/or 

the Accelerated Reading Instruction intervention during the 2005-2006 school year. 
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The study utilized descriptive and inferential analyses to exp]ore pre- and post

treatment outcomes within and between groups. This chapter provided specific detail 

regarding the methodological design of the study. The results of the study will be 

discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Introduction 

This study examined and compared the outcomes of supplemental early literacy 

intervention models for first grade ELLs in bilingual education through the study of the 

Descuhriendo fa Lectura and the Accelerated Reading Instruction models. This was 

accomplished by utilizing archival data to assess the outcomes of Spanish-speaking, first 

gr,1ders who received beginning reading instruction in Spanish, and who participated in 

supplemental interventions during the 2005-2006 school year. The analysis consisted of 

descriptive and inferential techniques exploring pre- and post- treatment outcomes within 

and between groups. Descriptive statistics have been thoroughly described in the 

population ,md sample section of the methodology chapter in tables 4, 5, and 6. Results 

regarding group and student outcomes will be summarized in this chapter. 

Results of Statistical Analysis 

This section begins by presenting the results of the descriptive and inferential 

statistical techniques exploring pre- and post- treatment outcomes within and between 

groups. Analyses included one-way analyses of variance, Tukey post-hoc tests, and 

paired t-tests, as well as graphs and tables. Results of the groups are presented first, 
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followed by an analysis of student outcomes. A comparison of the students' gainswil1 

conclude this section. 

Group Results 

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to determine ifthere 

were significant differences between intervention groups. Results showed that there were 

overall significant differences between intervention groups (See Table 7). 

Table 7. One-way JINOVA Analysis Between Intervention Groups 

ANOVA Sum of Squares 

Between Groups 14.141 

df Mean 

Square 

3 11.447 

* The mean di ffcrcnce is significant at the .0001 level.

F Value Sig. 

20.177 .000* 

A One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to determine ifthere 

were significant di flercnccs between districts. Results showed that there were overall 

significant differences between districts (Sec Table 8). 

Table 8. One-way 11 NOVA Analysis Between Districts 

ANOVA Sum of Squares df Mean F Value Sig. 

Square 

Between (iroups 2 30.182 27.741 .000* 

* The mean difference is significant at the .0001 level.
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A Tukey post-hoc analysis was conducted to study multiple comparisons between 

the group of students who received only Accelerated Reading Instruction or only 

Descuhriendo la Lectura and the group of students who received both models: 

Accelerated Reading Instruction and Descubriendo fa Leclura. The post-hoc analysis 

showed significant differences in students who received both interventions when 

compared with students who received Accelerated Reading Instruction or Descubriendo 

lo Lec111ra only. When both interventions were used, the effect was larger (See Table 9). 

Table 9. Mulliple Comparisons Be/ween Intervention Models 

---- ···---· --·-· 

Intervention Model 

I (/\RI) 

1 

,., 

_) 

---·-·--------·-

Mean Di ffcrence 

2 (DLL) -.209 

3 (Both) -.560* 

.209 

,., -.351 * _l 

.560* 

2 .351 * 

*The mean di !Terence is signi ti cant at the .05 level. 

Std. Error 

.115 

.117 

.115 

.I 17 

.117 

.117 

Sig. 

.265 

.000 

.265 

.015 

.000 

.015 

J\ Tukcy post-hoc analysis was conducted to explore multiple comparisons 

between districts. The post-hoc analysis showed significant differences between districts 

one and two, and between districts two and three (See Table 10). 
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Table I 0. Multiple Comparisons Between Districts 

District Mean Difference Std. Error Sig. 

2 -.719* 136 .000 

,.., .326 . 140 .055 .) 

2 .719* 136 .000 

,.., 

I .044* 145 .000 ·'

,.., 

-.326 140 .055 _) 

2 1.044* 145 .000 

The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 

Further analyses comparing means of the various groups on the subtests of the 

'/ijus u�F. the lnstrumento de Ohservaci<Jn, and the fva/uacitJn de! Desarrollo de la 

l,ect11m were conducted using paired t-tests. Results showed that all students who 

participated in supplemental reading intervention made significant gains. Additional 

analysis comparing the pre-and post- test scores, indicated that the students who were 

identified as struggling students in need of intervention at the beginning of the school 

year. made comparable progress to that or the students who did not need an intervention, 

or the average group or their peers, as measured by their gains on the end of the year 

assessments. 

The next section or this chapter will provide more detail about student outcomes. 
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Student Results 

A series of paired t-tests showed that students who participated in Accelerated 

Reading Instruction, Descubriendo la Lectura, and in both interventions (Accelerated 

Reading Instruction and Descubriendo la Lectura) made significant progress in all 

subtests in the Te.fas LEE. 

Paired t-tests also showed that students who participated in the Descubriendo la 

Lectura and in both interventions (Descubriendo la Lectura and Accelerated Reading 

Instruction) made significant gains in all tasks of the 'lnstrumento de Observaci6n'. 

Students who participated only in Accelerated Reading lnstrnction and random sample 

students did not take this assessment, as this is a test given only to Descubriendo la 

/.,cc/um students in all three districts. 

A paired t-tcst comparison of the beginning and end of year Evaluaci6n del 

Dcsarrollo de la Lcctura text reading level assessment also showed that students who 

participated in the Dcscuhriendo la Lectura and in Accelerated Reading Instruction 

interventions made considerable gains in the reading of continuous text 

The Tcjos LEI·.,' was administered to all students in two of the districts 

participating in the study, District One and District Two. District Three administered 

EvoluacirJ11 de! Desarrollo de la J.,ectura to all students. In addition, lnstrumento de 

Ohscrvaci/m was administered in all districts to all Descubriendo la Lectura students. 

Student outcomes wi 11 be reported by assessment. Graphs for each outcome reported in 

this section arc available in Figures 2 to 19 shown in Appendix G. 
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Student Outcomes on the Tejas LEE 

Section 1 Conocimiento de las Sonidos (Letter-Sound Identification) 

Intervention students made considerable gains estimated at 39.4 percent. 

Furthermore, the achievement gap between the students who received the interventions 

and the random sample students decreased from 31.4 percent to 5.2 percent at the end of 

the year (See Figure 3, Appendix G). 

Section 2- Uni/m v SegmentacicJn de las Silabas (Blending and Segmenting Syllables) 

Intervention students made considerable gains estimated at 44 percent. In 

addition, the achievement gap between the students who received the interventions and 

the random sample students decreased from 21.4 percent to 3 percent at the end of the 

year (Sec Figure 4, Appendix G). 

Section 3- Omish>n de la Silaha lnicial (First Syllable Omission) 

Intervention students made considerable gains estimated at 65.1 percent. Jn 

addition, the achievement gap between the students who received the interventions and 

the random sample students decreased from 36.5 percent lo 18 percent at the end of the 

year (Sec Figure 5, Appendix G). 

Section 4- 0111isi/m de la Silaha Final (Last Syllabic Omission) 

Intervention students made considerable gains estimated at 61 percent. Moreover, 

the achievement gap between the students who received the interventions and the random 

sample students decreased from (,8.3 percent to 32.9 percent at the end of the year (See 

Figure(), Appendix G). 
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Section 5- Jdentificaci6n de! Sonido Jnicial (First Sound Identification) 

Intervention students made considerable gains estimated at 26.9 percent. 

Furthennore, the achievement gap between the students who received the interventions 

and the random sample students decreased from 14.4 percent to 3.2 percent at the end of 

the year (See Figure 7, Appendix G). 

Section (>- Union v Segmentaci6n de Los Soniclos (Blending and Segmenting Phonemes) 

Intervention students made considerable gains estimated at 53.8 percent. In 

addition, the achievement gap between the students who received the interventions and 

the random sample students decreased from 27.1 percent to 7.1 percent at the end of the 

year (Sec Figure 8, Appendix G). 

Section 7- Omisi/m def Soniclo lnicial (Initial Phoneme Omission) 

Intervention students made considerable gains estimated at 61.5 percent. In 

addition, the achievement gap between the students who received the interventions and 

the random sample students decreased from 32.6 percent to 11.6 percent at the end of the 

year (Sec Figure 9, Appendix G). 

Section 8- 0111isi/)// de/ Soniclo Final (Final Phoneme Omission) 

Intervention students made considerable gains estimated at 70.8 percent. 

Moreover, the achievement gap between the students who received the interventions and 

the random sample students decreased from 34.7 percent to 11.7 percent at the end of the 

year (Sec rigurc I 0, Appendix G). 



Exactitud de Lectura (Reading Accuracy) 

Intervention students increased their reading level from a level of I at the 

beginning of the year to a level of 4.33 at the encl of the year. Random sample students 

increased their reading level from a level 3.7 to a level 4.6 (See Figure 11, Appendix G). 

Proporci<5n de fa Ffuidez de fa Lectura (Reading Fluency) 

Intervention students read 15 .13 words per minute at the beginning of the year 

and 41 .08 words per minute at the end of the year. Random sample students read 27.7 

words at the beginning of the school year and 62.5 words at the end of the school year 

(Sec Figure 12, Appendix G). 

Co1111Jrc11sir'm de /,cctura (Reading Comprehension) 

Outcomes show considerable gains estimated at 49.9 percent considering 

bcgi1111111g or the year and end of the year percentage of intervention ancl random sample 

children who received a score of Desarroffacfo (Developed) on this subtest. Furthermore, 

the achievement gap between the students who received the interventions and the random 

sample students decreased from I 7.1 percent to 16.4 percent at the end of the year. While 

this decrease is not as dramatic as the decrease in other suhtcsts, the gains of the 

intervention group (49.() percent) arc quite comparable lo the gains of the random sample 

group, which were 49.2 percent (Sec rigurc 13, Appendix G). 

Table 11 shows a comparison of the percentage of students that scored 

nesurro/lado ( Developed) or No Desurrollmlo (Not developed) on the Tejas LEE

subtests that report these categories. This comparison includes beginning and end of the 



L 

school year scores for each group. Since scores on the Exactitud de Lectura (Reading 

Accuracy) and Proporci6n de la Fluiclez de la Lectura (ReadingFluency) sections were 

not reported using the Desarrollado (Developed) or No Desarrollado (Not developed) 

categories, those sections were not included on Table 11. Those results were reported. on 

the previous section. Results for Exactitucl de Lectura (Reading Accuracy) and 

Proporci6n de la Fluidez de fa Lectura (Reading Fluency) are also presented on the 

graphs included on the Appendixes (See Figures 11 and 12). 
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Table 11. Tejas LEE Outcomes 

Tcjos /,EE Intervention Intervention Intervention No Intervention 
ARI DLL Both ARI and Comparison/ 

DLL Control Group 
Number- 83 

Number- 86 Number- 86 Number- 80 

Task Beg. End Beg. End Beg. End Beg. End 
'½. % '½, % % '½, % % 

COJ1ocimiento 36.4 87.8 45.8 86 64.1 89.2 79.5 92.7 

de ,','onidos y 

/,etras 

Uniun v 34.1 83.7 50 94.2 61.5 100 69.5 95.1 

Scg1nc11tacio11 
de Si/ahas 

0111isic'm 2.3 69.4 2.6 62.0 6.5 75.6 40 86.7 

Si!oha lnicial 

0111/.,·icJn () 57.1 4.2 ()4.4 0 65.9 31.3 83.5 

Silu/)(J f-'inu/ 

Iden I i/ica c ·ic,n 70.5 <)3_9 (J0.4 % 76.9 97.2 83. l 98.8 

Sonido lniciul 

Uni<111 \' 2.3 W.4 19 68.6 42.9 85 46.9 80.7 

Seg111e11 I< t< 'i <JII 

de los 5,'onidos 

0111isi<111 def () ()5.3 12.5 ()() 12 75 39.5 80 

Sonido lniciol 

Omisi<Jn def () (J3.3 () 69 0 82.1 34.7 82.5 

Sonido Fino/ 

Compre11s1/m 11.4 (J3.3 4.2 54.9 25.6 72.1 30.1 79.3 
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The previous section presented student outcomes on the Tejas LEE. This section 

will present student outcomes on the Instrumento de Observaci6n. 

Student Outcomes on the Jnstrumento de Observacion 

ldenti(icacion de Letras (Letter Identification) 

Outcomes on this subtest show that students who received the Descubriendo la 

lcctura and both interventions gained 13.6 points at the end of the year (See Figure 14, 

Appendix G). 

J>rueha de Palahras (Word Test) 

Outcomes on this subtest show that students who received the Descubriendo la 

Leet um and both interventions gained 11.85 points at the end of the year (See Figure 15, 

Appendix G). 

Conccetos def Texto lmereso (Concepts About Print) 

Outcomes on this subtest show that students who received the Descubriendo la 

/,cctum and both interventions gained 7.3 points at the end of the year (Sec Figure 16, 

Appendix G). 

gwrit11ro de Vocahulario (Writing Vocabulary) 

Outcomes on this subtest show that students who received the Descubriendo la 

l,ect11ra and both interventions gained 30. I points at the end of the year (See Figure 17, 

Appendix G). 
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Dictado (Hearing and Recording Sounds in Words) 

Outcomes on this subtest show that students who received the Descubriendo la

/,cc/um and both interventions gained 17.4 points at the end of the year (See Figure 18, 

Appendix G). 

Registro de Lectura (Text Reading Level) 

Students who received the Descubriendo la Lectura and both interventions show 

a gain of 15.4 text-reading levels at the end of the year (See Figure 19, Appendix G). 

Table 12 shows beginning of the year and end of the year mean scores on the 

/11s11w11e11to de OhscrvociC:m tasks at the beginning and end of the school year for 

students who received the Descuhriendo la Lectura intervention and students who 

received both J\ceclerated Reading Instruction and Descubriendo la Lectura.
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Table 12. lnstrumento de Observaci6n Outcomes 

Instrumento de Intervention Intervention 
Observaci6n DLL Both ARI and 

DLL 

Number- 86 Number- 80 

Task Beg. End Beg. End 
Mean Mean Mean Mean 

Registro 1.63 16.97 1.22 16.64 

de /,ectura 

!dent ifirncion 44.45 57.64 42.03 56.36 

de /,ctros

J>r11cho (>.41 18.30 5.99 17.97 

de JJo/ohrus 

Conccplos 10.12 17.97 9.96 16.57 

def Tcxto 

Imprcso 

Escritum de 9.55 42.19 I 0.4Ci 38.00 

Vocuh11/urio 

/)ictoclo 18.44 3(>.78 19.72 3(>.43 

Student outcomes on the lnstrumenlo de Ohservacion were presented in the 

previous section. The section below will include student outcomes on the Evaluaci6n de/ 

Desarrollo de la /,ec/11ra. 

Student 011tcrm1<'S 011 the f'voluaci/)1/ def Desorrollo de la Lectura 

This assessment measures a reading level using a running record of reading 

behavior. Students who received intervention show a gain of 13.1 levels at the end of the 

year (Sec Figure 20, Appendix G). 
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Table 13 shows beginning of the year and end of the year mean scores on the 

Evaluaci6n de/ Desarrollo de la Lectura text reading level at the beginning and end of 

the school year for students who received Descubriendo la Lectura and students who 

received both Accelerated Reading Instruction and Descubriendo la Leclura.

Table 13. Evaluaci6n clef Desarrollo cle fa Lectura Outcomes

Evaluaci<>n Intervention Intervention 
Desarrollo ARI Both ARI and 
/,eel ura DLL 

Number- 86 Number- 80 

Text Beg. End Beg. End 
Reading Meun Mean Mean Mean 
Level 

Ni,'e!de 1.42 15.87 .92 11.14 

/,ec/11ru 

The next section will describe the gains or all the students who participated in 

supplemental early literacy intervention. It will compare the gains of all the intervention 

groups with the gains or the comparison/control group. In addition, a gains rate will be 

explained. 

- Gains

The d ramatic gains rate experienced by the intervention groups who participated

in supplemental early literacy intervention is evident when the gains of the intervention

groups and the gains or the random sample group in the 7�jas LEE tasks are compared.
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This gains rate represents the gains of all the intervention students who scored 

Desarrollado (Developed) at the end of the year, when compared with the random 

sample students who scored Desarrollado (Developed) at the end of the year. 

For example, for the Conocimiento de Sonidos y Letras (Letter-Sound 

Identification) section, at the end of the year, 39.4 percent more intervention students 

scored Desarrollado (Developed) than at the beginning of the year; and only I 3.2 percent 

more comparison/control group students scored Desarrollado (Developed) than at the 

beginning of the year. In other words, for each one percent increase in the 

comparison/control group, there was an increase of 2.98 percent in the intervention 

group, so there was a gains rate of I: 2.98 percent on that section at the end of the year. 

Table 14 shows gains rates on the Tejas U�E tasks. 
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Table 14. T�jas LEE Gains Rate Based on Percentages 

Tejas LEE Task Jntervention Comparison/ Gains Rate (GR) 
Group Gain Control Group IGG%--:-CGG %=GR% 
(IGG %) Gain (CGG %) 

Number- 252 Number- 83 

Conocimiento de 39.4 13.2 I: 2.98 

Sonidos y Letras 

Uni(my 44 25.6 I: l.72 

Segmcntacion de 

Si/ahas 

Omisic5n Sf !aha 65.1 46.7 1 : 1.39 

/111ciol 

0111 i.\'i<Jll Si /aha 61 25.(i 1 : 2.39 

F11wl 

ldentifirnci/m 26.9 15.7 1 : 1.71 

Sonido lnicial 

Uni/my 53.8 33.8 1 : 1.59 

Seg11w11tacio11 de 
los Sonidos 

0111 isi<JII de! (11.5 40.5 1 : 1.52 

Sonido lniciol 

Omisi/m dcl 70.8 47.8 1 : 1.48 

Sonido Final 

('om;wcnsi<Jn 49.9 49.2 I :1.01 
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Summary 

ANOVA analyses showed that there were overall significant differences between 

intervention groups and between districts. Further analyses comparing means of the 

various groups on the sub tests of the Tejas LEE, the Jnstrumento de Observacion, and the 

F:voluacic'm def Desarrollo de la Lectura were conducted using paired t-tests. Results 

showed that students who participated in supplemental reading intervention made 

significant gains. Additional analyses indicate that the students who were identified as 

struggling students in need of intervention at the beginning of the school year made 

comparable or better progress than the students who did not need an intervention (or the 

average group of their peers) as measured by end of the year assessments. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

The purpose of this quantitative study was to examine the outcomes of 

supplemental early literacy intervention for first grade ELLs in bilingual education 

through the study of the Descubriendo la Lee Lura and the Accelerated Reading 

Instruction models. A post-hoc research approach was used was used to assess the pre

post outcomes of these two interventions. Archival data were collected on three outcome 

variable instruments for three intervention groups and a random sample group of students 

who did not receive an intervention. Data analysis included descriptive and inferential 

statistical techniques. Results were reported in the previous chapter and findings are 

discussed klow. Suggestions for future research will he addressed followed by 

implicatinns for educational policy and concluding remarks. 

Findings 

The first research question addressed in this study was stated as follows: What are 

the outcomes of lirst grade supplemental early literacy intervention delivered in Spanish 

on the I iteracy development of bilingual students? Findings of the study showed that 

students who participated in supplemental early literacy intervention delivered in Spanish 

had rositivc outcomes in their literacy development. First grade English language 
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learners in bilingual education who received a second or third tier of early literacy 

instructional support in their native language made significant gains. 

The second research question of this study was stated as follows: What are the 

differences and/or similarities in the outcomes of two interventions: Accelerated Reading 

Instruction (ARI) and Descuhriendo la Lecfura (DLL)? Four groups of first grade ELLs 

were studied: two groups that received one intervention (ARI or DLL), one group that 

received two interventions (ARI and DLL) and a comparison/control group of their peers 

who did not receive supplemental instruction. Findings of the study showed that there 

were no signilicant differences between students who participated in Accelerated 

Reading Instruction only and students who participated in Descuhriendo la Lectura only. 

The outcomes or hoth interventions were positive. There were, however, significant 

dilfrrences hetween students who participated in both models and students who 

participated in only one. 

Discussion of the Findings 

Students who wcre iclenti lied as struggling students in need of intervention at the 

beginning or the school year and who received early literacy intervention made equal or 

higher gains on thc Teias LEE than students who did not need an intervention. Students 

who participated in Desrnhriendo la Lectura only and in both Descubriendo la Lectura 

and Accelerated Reading Intervention also show positive outcomes on the lnstrumenlo de 

Oh,\·ervaci<,n and in the J:'\1u/11uci<,n de/ Desarrollo de la Leclura. Findings of this study 

provide additional research-based evidence regarding the value of supplemental early 
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literacy intervention for Spanish-speaking students in bilingual education programs. Until 

this study, our knowledge of early literacy intervention for Spanish speakers was based 

primarily on one level of intervention. The unique design of this study provided the 

opportunity to study the outcomes of two levels of intervention. These understandings 

add to the current literature regarding the value of early literacy intervention for Spanish

speakers in bilingual education programs (Alanis & Tinajero, 2003; Cheung & Slavin, 

2005: Escamilla ct al., 1998). 

Findings of this study also indicate that there were no significant differences on 

the 'f'cjus /,HE between students who participated in Descuhriendo la Leclura and 

students who participated in Accelerated Reading Instruction. Students who participated 

in each early I iteracy intervention model made tremendous gains on the Tejas LEE. All 

the students who received an intervention showed positive outcomes in their reading 

progress. 

There were significant difrerences, however, for students who participated in both 

moc.kls. Students benefited from receiving two supplemental tiers or layers of 

intervention. When both interventions (DLL and ARI) were used, the effect was stronger. 

Students who participated in hoth interventions had more success on the Tejas LEE at the 

~nd or the year than students who participated only in one. 

Students who participated in both models received Accelerated Reading 

Instruction first. Their teachers recommended an additional tier of supplemental 

intervention in the form of Descuhriendo lo Lectura based on their observations that they 
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continued to be in danger of failing first grade reading. This group of students was part of 

a second or third round of Descubriendo la Lectura students. This additional intervention 

was possible because the Descubriendo la Lectura intervention model lasted an average 

of 12-20 weeks and teachers worked with several rounds of students. 

/\ comparison of student outcomes on the Tejas LEE shows that more students 

who participated in both Accelerated Reading Instruction and Descubriendo· la Lectura 

scored Desurrolfado (Developed) on the various subtests at the beginning of the year, 

prior to receiving any intervention (See Table 11 ). Even though beginning Tejas LEE 

scores were much higher for the group of students who participated in both models, this 

group of students needed the most support. They needed two additional levels of 

intensive early literacy intervention in addition to their classroom reading instruction. 

Students who participated in both Accelerated Reading Instruction and 

Desc11hriendo la /,eel 11ru had higher success on the 7�jas LEE tasks at the beginning of 

the year than the students who participated only in Descuhriendo la Leclura or only in 

/\ccclcratcd Reading Instruction. More students in this group scored 'Developed' in the 

letter/sound identification task and in the phonological and phonemic awareness tasks. 

They also scored higher in the reading comprehension task. It is important to take into 

consideration that if a child read fewer than nine words correctly, the child did not read a 

story hut instead listened to a story and responded to oral comprehension questions. 

Phonological and phonemic awareness tasks occurred in the absence of print. 

Students were asked by the Tejus LEE assessment administrator to identify and 
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manipulate individual syllables and sounds in spoken words. Some students do well in 

oral phonemic and phonological awareness activities but struggle performing the 

complex problem solving and strategic endeavors that reading and writing continuous 

text requires. Reading requires processing several kinds of infonnation simultaneously 

and performing sophisticated cognitive activities in flexible and effective ways. Student 

outcomes of this study provide additional support to the converging research evidence 

suggesting that in order to learn how to read, practice with these complex activities 

through authentic and meaningful literacy events is indispensable (Adams, 1990; Clay, 

1998~ Gihson & Levin, 1995). 

The school districts included in the study provided comprehensive early literacy 

plans or instruction for ELLs consisting of bilingual education programs that included 

early literacy instruction in their native language and several layers of supplemental 

support. This additional support consisted of a second and a third tier of intervention for 

students who were experiencing diflicultics (Caplan, 1961, 1962; Pianta, 1990; Texa<; 

Reading Initiative, 2003). Program administrators in the districts indicated that the 

students who received both interventions participated in Accelerated Reading Instruction 

lirst and then received DescuhrienJo la Lectura. Findings of the study document the 

value of a third tier of intervention in the design of comprehensive early literacy plans to 

serve ELLs in bilingual education who arc struggling with beginning reading. 

Students in JJescuhrienJo la Lectura and Accelerated Reading Instruction made 

significant gains but it is important to keep in mind that these gains were accomplished in 
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their native language. These students will need to be monitored closely as they move into 

bi literacy. Spanish-speaking students who are not progressing at the same rate as their 

peers in early literacy would benefit from extending and strengthening their native 

language literacy foundation. Early transitions to all-English literacy must be carefully 

considered because supporting literacy growth in both languages will foster biliteracy as 

well as academic success (Thomas & Collier, 2001). 

This study contributes to the limited body of knowledge of the student outcomes 

of early literacy intervention for ELLs (Neil & Kelly, 1999; Ashdown & Simic, 2000; 

Cheung & Slavin, 2005). The findings provide strong evidence that supplemental native 

language instruction in beginning reading is not only effeclive, but also indispensable for 

Spanish-speaking students who are struggling with learning how to read. 

Implications for Future Research 

The focus of this study was to examine the outcomes of supplemental early 

literacy intervention for first grade ELLs in bilingual education through the statistical 

analysis ol' the outcomes of the use of the Descuhriendo la Leclura and the Accelerated 

Reading Instruction models. This study provides an excellent starting point for future 

investigations. 

In order to extend our knowledge ol' early literacy intervention for ELLs in

bilingual education programs, more research is needed regarding factors that contribute to

successful student outcomes. Case studies or mixed methodology approaches that
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investigate factors relating to teacher training, lesson planning, and student assessment 

would add to current theory and practice. 

Further research is needed regarding the implementation of the Accelerated 

Reading Instruction and Descubriendo la Lectura models. To this date, two longitudinal 

research studies show that children who received the Descubriendo la Lectura

intervention were not only brought up to the average of their peers but continued to read 

at grade level in second and third grade (Escamilla et al, 1998; Rodriguez, 2006); 

J\ccelcrated Reading Intervention has been widely implemented but the information 

regarding the effects of the program overtime is sparse. The only way to begin to fill this 

gap or understanding is through longitudinal research that investigates the effects of this 

early literacy intervention program in subsequent grades. Additional research is also 

needed about how districts implement early literacy intervention programs. Information 

regarding the level or coverage of the intervention models would provide valuable 

insight. 

The school districts that participated in this study used early literacy assessments 

in Spanish. These assessments arc available from a list provided by the Texas Education

Agency. Studies that explore the correlation or these instruments would provide

additional dctai ls rcoardino the early literacy development of students in hi lingual
, b b 

education programs and would help extend the current knowledge base. 
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Implications for Educational Policy and Practice 

Research should infom1 the policy that supports the academic achievement of 

English language learners; but this is not always the case. The socio-demographic context 

of this study point to an urgent need to improve policies that guide programs of 

instruction for linguistically diverse students. The population of Spanish-speaking ELLs 

in the state of Texas is ever increasing. A recent report (Murdock, 2002) from the Texas 

state demographer indicated that by 2040, 66.3 percent of all students enrolled in public 

schools would be Hispanic. Many of these students will be ELLs and the need for 

specialized educational programs will increase over 100 percent. ln order to meet the 

changing educational needs of Texas students it is imperative that care ful consideration is 

given to policies affecting the design and implementation of early literacy instructional 

programs f<.)r Hispanic ELLs. 

lmJJlicut ions /<Jr ,\'chool District f,_;Jurnl ional Policy 

Comprehcnsive early literacy education plans at the school district level are 

essential in ordcr to meet the needs or linguistically diverse student populations. Results 

or this study suggest that the following policies must be implemented: 

I. Effective early literacy instruction and intervention will be provided in the

students' native language.

2. Assessmcnts of students' language and literacy development will be provided in

the students' native language.
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3. Professional development will be provided to EC-4 teachers in current research

and related practices in bilingual education.

4. EC-4 certified teachers, who also hold bilingual certification, will deliver

intervention programs.

5. Several tiers of early intervention instruction will be provided to students who

struggle in learning to read and write.

6. Maintenance hi lingual education and dual language education programs will be

provided to students throughout their school years.

7. Districts will engage in collaborative longitudinal study of student outcomes and

will utilize the ongoing results to inform instruction.

ln1;,/icutions.fhr ,\'/ale f�ducationol Policy 

It is critical that policymakers understand and support the importance of providing 

beginning literacy instruction and intervention in the native language. The following 

comprehensive literacy state policies !'or ELLs arc recommended. 

1. State board ol' education policies will reflect the importance and value of early

literacy instruction and intervention in students' native language.

2. Hi literacy assessments (Spanish/English) will be constructed and implemented

throughout the state. These assessments will consider how the native language

and the second language interact and provide students the opportunity to

demonstrate literacy knowledge and development in both languages.
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3. State board of education will provide funding to alleviate the shortage of EC-4 

teachers certified in bilingual education. 

4. Supplemental intervention programs taught in Spanish will be provided to all 

Spanish-speaking students who struggle in learning to read and write. 

5. Maintenance bilingual education and dual language education programs will be 

required for all students throughout their school years. 

6. State boards or education will provide funding for longitudinal studies of student 

outcomes and for program development. 

7. Texas Education Agency will create Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills for 

bi literacy and will carefully monitor the implementation of maintenance bilingual 

education and dual language programs of instruction. 

lmplicotions.fhr National Educational Polily 

National educational policy must establish educational priorities and guidelines for 

the implementation of comprehensive early literacy plans for linguistically diverse 

student populations that include native language instruction and bi literacy goals. The 

following suggested policies will address the strengths and needs of ELL students. 

1. Policies that require early literacy instruction and intervention in the students' 

native language will be created and firmly implemented. 

' Linguistic diversity will be valued through the creation and implementation of 

enrichment and additive programs or instruction for ELLs that address initial 

Ii teracy and hi literacy goals. 
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3. Multilingualism and multiliteracy will be encouraged for all students. National 

policies will reflect this philosophy. 

4. Clear guidelines requiring maintenance bilingual education and dual language 

programs of instruction for EL Ls and effective monitoring of their 

implementation will be established. 

5. Grants wi 11 be provided by the Department of Education for bilingual education 

teacher preparation and professional development programs. 

Concluding Remarks 

The current national educational reform (NCLB) stresses the importance of early 

literacy in the academic success of students. It particularly addresses first grade literacy 

achievement as an important factor in subsequent school attainment (National Reading 

PaneL 2000; Chall, Jacobs, & Waldin, 1990). Research has shown that early literacy 

interventions that begin in the first grade, before failure compounds over time, can 

provide students with the skills, knowledge and experiences needed for success in school 

(Slavin, 1993~ Speigel, 1995). Success in literacy can help safeguard ELLs from the 

problems of retention and dropout. The early literacy success of all children is an 

important and attainable goal for all students, but intervention must occur early., as soon 

as di l'licultics arc detected. 

I ,earning to read and write in the early elementary grades is important for 

monolingual English speakers and crucial for linguistically diverse students. ELLs who 

are struggling readers in first grade need intensive and effective intervention because they 
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will soon be required to transfer native language literacy knowledge to English in order to 

participate in mainstream instructional programs. Struggling ELLs must close existing 

gaps in literacy as well as in content areas and cannot afford to spend time in lengthy 

remedial settings (Escamilla & Clay, 1996). 

The findings of this study demonstrate the value of bilingual education in helping 

students to make tremendous gains in early literacy. In particular, it points to the need for 

several tiers of support to address the needs of students who are struggling with 

beginning reading skills, even in their native language. The gains of the students who 

participated in this study arc clear, but fragile. Gaps found in early literacy may not be 

l'ully closed yet. This group of students should continue to strengthen their literacy 

roundation in their native language in order to transfer successfully to English literacy. 

Otherwise. it will he impossible for them to succeed in mainstream classrooms and wider 

gaps will undoubtedly be created (Cummins, 1999; Krashen, 1996; Guardarrama, 1999). 

The purpose of bilingual education should not be to supplant native language 

literacy with English literacy in a subtractive model of bilingualism but to supplement it. 

The goal should be to expand and extend students' linguistic competencies in order to 

accomplish full literacy in both languages. This can be accomplished with additive 

hilingual models or instruction. 

Once students become bi literate, their academic and cognitive growth is 

extraordinary. They can close academic achievements gaps and even surpass their 

monolingual peers in English reading assessments (Thomas & Collier, 2002;.Thornas, 
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Collier & Tinajero, 2005). Their progress, however, must be supported by dual language 

programs of instruction that consider their unique needs. 

The United States has the resources needed to offer an excellent education to all 

students. However, the perspective of policymakers must change. Linguistic diversity 

must be valued as an asset and not as a problem that needs to be fixed. A world-class 

education has moved beyond bilingualism and biliteracy to multilingualism and 

multiliteracy. Students in Europe and Asia are mastering several languages before they 

even begin higher education. They have the advantage of a competitive edge. In order for 

our students and ultimately, our nation, to remain at the forefront of this global economy, 

this issue must be addressed. A world-class quality education should prepare all students 

to compete in a multilingual world. 

This research study took place amidst national and state level discussions 

regarding the implementation and re-authorization ofNCLl3 and Reading First as well as 

their impact on the academic achievement of linguistic minorities. Criticism concerning 

the value of bilingual education programs is an important topic that is at the center of 

these discussions. During the last three years, much of the researcher,s time has been 

spent in advocacy efforts for the academic achievement of ELLs in the state of Texas in 

collaboration with grassroots groups and professional organizations. It is imperative that 

research be conducted alongside advocacy efforts in order to create lasting changes. 

The efforts of researchers and advocacy groups to educate and inform policy 

makers ahout the val uc of bilingual education programs are critically needed. At the time 
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this study was taking place; several bills were being proposed in the then-current 

legislature sessions that proposed totally eliminating bilingual education programs and 

replacing them with English immersion programs for all ELL students. In addition, 

school board members of several Texas independent school districts proposed the 

elimination of bilingual education programs. 

At the national level, important reports of studies funded by the federal 

government concerning the signi licance of native language instruction in early literacy 

development were subsequently not made available, and kept hidden from the public 

view until published by non-governmental entities. Jn addition, a federal agency 

investigated alleged con flicts of interest by officials and contractors in the 

n:commenclation of state-level reading programs that reduced fonding for the 

implementation of Descuhriendo la Lecture, in many school districts and prevented 

thousands of English language learners in bilingual education programs from receiving 

early literacy intervention. 

The rhetoric permeating discussions regarding the instruction of Spanish-speaking 

EL Ls is incongruous. In some contexts, law and policy makers recognize the importance · 

or academic success l"or ELLs. I lowcver, public discussions surrounding the rapid 

increase or EL Ls reveal a high level of resentment toward this population. In order to 

close academic achievement gaps and promote success in education for ELLs, policy 
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makers, researchers and practitioners must work in unison to create comprehensive 

bilingual early literacy programs that view the students' diverse linguistic capabilities as 

treasures of unlimited potential. 
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RESEARCH REQUEST LETTER 

Annette Torres Elias 
8117 Case Drive, Plano, Texas 75025 

atorreselias@yahoo.com 469-952-8690 

September 1, 2006 

Dear Administrator, 

I am a Ph.D. candidate in the Reading Department at Texas Woman's University engaged 
in a dissertation research on the development and outcomes of supplemental early literacy 
intervention which has been approved by the Institutional Review Board of Texas 
Woman's University. The purpose of this study is to examine the outcomes of 
supplemental early literacy intervention for first grade ELLs in bilingual education 
through the study of Descubriendo la Lectura and the Accelerated Reading Instruction 
models. 

I recognize that X ISD is at the forefront of educational programs for ELLs. Specifically, 
the comprehensive early literacy plan designed and implemented by your district is to be 
admired. It is !'or this reason that I would like to include data from your district in my 
doctoral dissertation research study. The lead contact for X lSD would be Ms. Y. 

Please find attached an overview of the study. The 2005-2006 archival data requested 
wi 11 he kept completely confidential, names of the students, teachers or schools will not 
be provided to the researcher. An electronic copy of the dissertation including a summary 
or results obtained in the research will be submitted for your records. Please feel free to 
contact me if you have any questions regarding the study. Your consideration to this 
request is greatly appreciated. 

Best regards, 

Annette Torres Elias, Ph.D. Candidate 
Texas Woman's University 

Enclosures: 
Research Overview 
IRB Approval Letter 
Prospectus Approval Letter 

Cc. X ISD Lead Contact 
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PRELIMINARY DISTRICT INFORMATION- Page I of 4 

The study will use existing data, all data will be completely confidential (district, campus, 
teacher, and student). A complimentary copy of the study findings will be provided to 
each participating district. Contact information will not be used in the study. 

District-

DLL/RR Teacher Leader Name
Title-

Telephone Number
Address-
E-Mail-
DLL/RR Site Coordinator Name
Title-

Telephone Number
Addrcss-

E-Mail-
Accelerated Reading Instruction Coordinator Name
Title-

Telephone Number
J\ddress-
E-Mail-

District Research Request Contact Information (person in charge of authorizing this

research project, in some cases this may be the DLL/RR Site Coordinator or the

Early Literacy Coordinator):

Name
Title

Telephone Number
Address-
E-Mail-
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SCHOOL & DISTRICT DESCRIPTION- Page 2 of 4 

The requested information can be found on the DLL, district, campus, PEIMS and/or 
Title l reports. 

Place an X on the closest description of your district 

District Rural Suburban Urban Other (Please 
Classification specify) 
Size (Square 50-100 100-150 151-350 
miles average) 
Size (Student Less than 40,000-100,000 101,000-
Population) 40,000 150,000 
Percentage of Less than l} 0/4i tO 25% 26% to 50% 
1-1 is panic Student JO<¼, 
Population 
Percentage of Less than 11 % to 25% 26% to 50% 

African 1 Oo/ci 
American 
Student 
Population 
Percentage of Less than 11 % to 2Y% 26% to 50%, 

Asian Student 1 ()<½, 

Population 
Pcrccn tagc of Less than 11 % to 25% 26% to 50% 

White Student 10% 
Population 
Percentage of Less than 11% to 25'% 26% to 50% 

American Indian 10% 
Student 
Population 
Pc1-ccn tage of Less than l l (¾, to 2Y½, 26% to 50% 

L~~p Students 10% 
Percentage of Less than 11 11/c, to 25% 26% to 50% 

liispanic LEP 10% 
Students 
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Place an X on the on the closest description of your district's bilingual education 
program. (It is possible to mark more than one.)- Page 3 of 4 

Bilingual Newcomer Transitional Transitional Dual Other 
Education (Pull-out) Early Exit Late Exit Language (please 
Program specify) 
Implementation 

in the District 

Grade Levels PK-6 111 PK-J 1"0 PK-61n

PK-6111 

Percentage of 90 % Spa. 70% Spa. 50/50 10% Spa. 
Language IO% Eng. 30% Eng. 90% Eng. 

Instruction K 

gnulc 50/50 

Percentage of 90 % Spa. 70% Spa. 50/50 10% Spa. 

Language 10 % Eng. 30% Eng. 90% Eng. 

Instruction Fit·st 

grade 50/50 

Please type a short description of the bilingual first grade literacy program in the district. 

Please type description of schools that offered DLL and/or Accelerated Reading 
Instruction intervention (small group supplemental literacy instruction) in Spanish for 
first graders (from the DLL and Title I reports). 
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Preliminary Data- Page 4 of 4 

2005-2006 
Number of schools with bilingual first grade in the district 

Number ofDLL schools 

Number of DLL teachers in each school 

Number of students who received DLL per campus 

Number of schools that offered first grade Accelerated Reading 
Instruction intervention (small group supplemental literacy 
instruction) in Spanish 

Number of teachers who delivered first grade Accelerated Reading 
Instruction intervention (small group supplemental literacy 
instruction) in Spanish in each school (also how many were DLL 
trained) 

Number of first grade students in bilingual education who received 
Accelerated Reading Instruction intervention (small group 
supplemental literacy instruction) per campus 

Early Literacy Assessment used: 
'f'c(/us /.,EE 
fnstrumcnto de Ohservacion 
P J\PI-S 
F,valuacion de/ Desarrollo de la Lectura 
Other (Spcci fy) 
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--0\ 

Tejas LEE 
District Code XD1 
Campus Code XCA 

Student Code Number 
XD1-XCA-S1 (Beg.) B 
XD1-XCA-S1 (Mid.) M 
XD1-XCA-S1 (End) E 
XD1-XCA-S2 B 
XD1-XCA-S2 M 
XD1-XCA-S2 E 

Student Continued 
XD1-XCA-S1 (Beg.) B 
XD1-XCA-S1 (Mid.) M 
XD1-XCA-S1 {End) E 
XD1-XCA-S2 B 
XD1-XCA-S2 M 
XD1-XCA-S2 E 

D = Desarrollado 
ND = No Desarrollado 

Test Date 
00/00/00 

-·------------------------------

DATA COLLECTION CHART Tejas LEE 

1 Conocimlento 2 Unl6n de 3 Segmentacl6n 40misl6n de 5 Omlsl6n de 6 ldentiflcacl6n 7 Union de los 
de sonidos silabas silabas silaba lnlclal silabas final sonldo lnlclal sonldos 
D ND D ND D ND D ND D ND D ND D ND 

8 Segmentacl6n 8 Omlsi6n 9 Omlsl6n 1 O Grado/Nro. 11 Exactltud 12 Flurdez 13 Comprensl6n 
sonidos sonldo iniclal sonldo final (PLCPM) Exp. Imp. 

D ND D ND D ND 
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--00 

DATA (;OLLECTION CHART EVALUACION DEL DESARROLLO DE LA LECTURA 

EDL 
District Code XD1 
Campus Code XCA 

Student Code Number 
XD1-XCA-S1 1 Beg.) B 
XD1-XCA-S1 Mid.) M 
XD1-XCA-S1 End) E 
XD1-XCA-S2 B 
XD1-XCA-S2 M 
XD1-XCA-S2 E 

Student Continued 
XD1-XCA-S1 Beg.) B 
XD1-XCA-S1 Mid.)M 
XD1-XCA-S1 1 End) E 
XD1-XCA-S2 B 
XD1-XCA-S2 M 
XD1-XCA-S2 E 

Test Date 
00/00/00 

1f. Registro de Lectura 1 i. Registro de Lectura 1d. Registro de Lectura 
(Nivel Facil) (Nivel Instructional} (Nivel Diffcil) 

Self Self Self 
Error Correction Error Correction Error Correction 
Rate Accuracy Rate Rate Accuracy Rate Rate Accuracy Rate 

21. Comprensi6n 2in. Comprensi6n 2f. Comprensi6n 
(lndependiente) (Instructional) (Frustraci6n) 

No. Correct No. Correct No. Correct 
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-N 
0 

DATA COLLECTION CHART INSTRUMENTO DE OBSERVACION 

lnstrumento de Observaci6n 
District C9de XD1 
Campus Code XCA 

Student Code Number 
XD1-XCA-S1 (Beg.) B 
XD1-XCA-S1 (Disc.) M 
XD1-XCA-S1 (End) E 
X01-XCA-S2 B 
XD1-XCA-S2 M 
XD1-XCA-S2 E 

Student Continued 
XD1-XCA-S1 (Bea.) B 
XO1-XCA-S1 (Disc.) M 
XD1-XCA-S1 (End) E 
XD1-XCA-52 B 
XD1-XCA-S2 M 
XD1-XCA-S2 E 

Test Date 
00/00/00 

1f Registro de Lectura 1 i Registro de Lectura 1d Registro de Lectura 
(Nivel Facll) (Nlvel Instructional) (Nivel Dificil) 

Self Self Self 
Error Correction Error Correction Error Correction 
Rate Accuracy Rate Rate Accuracy Rate Rate Accuracy Rate 

3 Prueba de 4 Conceptos del 5 Escritura de 
Palabras Texto Im oreso Vocabulario 6 Dlctado 

Raw Raw Raw Raw 
Score Stanine Score StaninE Score Stanine Score Stanine 

2 ldentificaci6n 
de Letras 

Raw 
Score Stanine 
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DESCRIPTlON OF THE DJSTRICTS 

INl)]CATOR DISTRICT DISTRJCT DISTRICT 

One Two Three 

I. Accountability Academically Academically Academically 
Ratings Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable 

2. Total Number of 57 35 50 
Schools

3. Total Students 43,815 20,831 29,348 
STUDENT POPULATION 

4. % African American 8 10 11 

5. % Hispanic 16 46 38 
6. '½, White 69 43 49 

7. '1/c, Other(Asian/Pacific 7 I 
Islander or Native American)

8. '% Economically 12.4 47.2 56.4 
Disadvantaged

<).'%Special Education 11 JO 13 
I 0. '1/c, Rilingual/ESL 8 7 8 

Educatmn 
I I.'% Career & Tec.:hnology 13 17 21 

l(duc.:ation 
12. '% Ciifled & Talented 8 7 8 

l·:dueation
I.I. Attendance Rate 96.7 95.2 95.0 

(2002-03) 
14. Annual Dropout Rate 0.1 0.2 0.2 

Gr.7-8
15. hiur-year Dropout Rate 1.4 5.8 4.6 

I(>. Number or Graduates 2,525 1,238 1,587 

17. '1/c, Ciraduated 92.5 84.4 85.5 

TAKS PI◄:RCENTAGI� OF STUDENTS PASSING - ALL GRADES SPRING 2004

IX. TAKS All Tests Taken 83.0 70.0 68.0 

J <). TAKS Reading/1:ng. 94.0 87.0 86.0 

I .ang. Arts 
20. TAKS Writing 97.0 88.0 89.0 

21. TAKS Mathematics 89.0 78.0 76.0 

22. TAKS Science 85.0 75.0 73.0 

:n. TAKS Social Science 97.0 93.0 90.0 

24. African American 67.0 52.0 50.0 

25. Hispanic 66.0 60.0 57.0 

76. Whit<: 88.0 84.0 80.0 

27. Other 89.0 83.0 73.0 

28. Eco11on1ical(y 62.0 'i8 () 58.0 

I )isadvantagcd
29. Sl)AA MET ARD 84.0 78.0 83.0 
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COLLEGE ADMISSIONS TESTS (CLASS OF 2003) 
30. Percent Tested 86.0 52.3 49.7 
3 1. Percent At Or Above 38. l 38.9 31.5 

Criterion 
32 . SAT: Mean Total Score 1077 1047 1045 
33 . ACT: Mean Composite 21.1 21.4 20.4 

Score 

STAFF 
34. Total Staff FTE 5,051 2,593 3,692 
35. Total Teacher FTE 3,063 1,362 2,026 

36. <% Central/ Administrative I 1 l 
37. '% School/Administrative 3 3 3 
J8. '% Professional/Support 9 10 9 

Staff 
39. % Teachers (> l 53 55 

40 <½> Educational Aides 10 6 7 

41. 1¼i Auxiliary Staff 17 28 25 

42. Average Central 86,442 79,829 82,967 

Administrator Salary 
43 . Average School 65,710 53,836 58,737 

Administrator Salary 
44. A vcragc Profcssiona 1 47,942 44,534 47,082 

Support Staff Salary 
4 5. A vcragc Teacher 42,864 38,811 39,655 

Salary 
4(>. % Minority 13 36 17 

47. Number Of Students 8.7 8.0 8 

Per Total Staff 

48. Number or Students 14.3 15.3 14.5 

Per Teacher 
TEACHERS 

4<> . Teachers% With 5 Or 35 .8 32.5 31.3 

Fewer 
50 . A vcragc Y cars or 11.3 11.9 12.2 

l•:xpericncc 
51. % Advanced Degrees 24.0 19.2 18.1 

52. Teacher Turnover Rate 12.1 15.9 11.6 

53. 1
½1 African American 3 4 2 

54. % Hispanic 5 16 7 

·55 _ % White 91 80 91 

56. % Other 1 1 0 

57 . % Regular Education 70 71 72 

58. % Special Education 13 7 10 

5<) . '½> Compensatory Ed . 3 7 4 

(>0 . % Bilingual/ESL Eel . 4 7 5 

(>I . % Career/ Technology Ed. 4 3 5 

(>2. '¼, Other Education & Ci T 6 5 4 
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TAXES AND ACTUAL REVENUES 
63. Taxable Value Per 368,868 224,308 r80,437 

Pupil 
64. Adopted Total Tax 1.770 1.627 l.590 

Rate 
65. Total Revenue 350,070,470 149,163,731 209,149,263 
66. Total Revenue Per 8,156 7,208 7,171 

Pupil 
67. % State 15 36 46 
68. % Local And Other 82 51 43 
69. % Federal 3 13 1 I 

FUND BALANCES 
70. Fund Balance (End Of 46,150,567 19,410,998 36,460.870 

2002- 03) 
71. %, Fund Balance (Of 16 17 22 

2003-04 Budget) 
ACTUAL EXPENDITURES 

72. Total Expenditures 337,292,511 146,444,638 206,870,755 
73. (¼, Instructional 52 56 56 
74. 1½, Central 5 4 5 

Administrative 
75. '½> School Leadership 5 5 5 
76 . 1½, Plant Services 8 10 9 

77. % Other Operating 15 18 17 

78. '% Non-Opernting 14 6 8 
7<J. Total Operating 291,273,054 137,548,570 191,152,660 

Expenditures 
80. Total Operating 6,786 6,647 6,554 

Expend . Per Pupil 
ACTUAL INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENDITURES 

8 I . Total Instructional 176,825,290 81,986,269 ll 6,385,167 

Fxpenditures 
82 . Total Instructional 4,03G 3,936 3,966 

Expend . Per Pupi I 
8J. 1% Regular Education 67 63 66 

84. % Special Education 17 10 14 

85. % Compensatory 5 15 11 

Education 
8(,.·% Bilingual/ESL 4 6 4 

Education 
87. % Career and Technology 4 4 4 

Education 
88. %, Ciificd & Talented 2 2 () 

Education 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
89. Number Students 3,653 1,550 2,297 

Gr. I 
90. Class Size Average 19.1 16.8 15 

Gr. 1 
91. Student Enrollment 3,762 or 8.3% 1,509 or 7.3% 2,525 or 8.5% 

in Bilingual/ESL 
Programs 

92. Teachers 171.0 or 5.2% 63.2 or 4.5% 97.9 or 4.7% 
Bilingual/ESL 
Program 

93. 2005 TAKS 3 rd Gr. 96% 90% 93% 
Reading English 
District 

94. 2005 TAKS 3 rd Gr. ST% 82(½, 83% 
Reading English LEP 

95. 2005 TAKS 3 rd Gr. 59%i 60% 79% 
Reading Spanish 
District 

%. 2005 TAKS 5th Gr. 89%, 77% 80% 
Reading English 
District 

en. 2005 TAKS 5th Gr. 28%, 16% 46% 

Reading English LEP 
<)8. 2005 TAKS 5th Gr. 55 1% 59%1 55<% 

Reading Spanish District 

Adapted from : TEA, PEIMS Snapshot and Academic Excellence Indicator Reports, 2006 
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STUDENT OUTCOMES GRAPHS 

Figure 2 
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Figure 4 

Tejas LEE Section 3- First Syllable Omission 
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Figure 5 

Tejas LEE Section 4- Last Syllable Omission 
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Figure 6 

Tejas LEE Section 5- First Sound Identification 
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Figure 7 
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'/'ejus LEE Section 6- Blending and Segmenting Phonemes 
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Figure 8 

Tejas LEE Section 7- Initial Phoneme Omission 
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Figure 9 

Tejas LEE Section 8- Final Phoneme Omission 
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Figure 10 

Tejas LEE- Reading Accuracy 
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Figure 11 

Tejas LEE- Reading Fluency 
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Figure 12 

Tejas LEE- Reading Comprehension 
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Figure 13 

Jnstrumento de Ohservaci/m- Letter Identification 
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lnstrumento de Observaci6n- Word Test 
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Figure 15 

I nstrumento de Ohservacidn- Concepts About Print 
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Figure 16 

lnstrumento de Observaci6n- Writing Vocabulary 
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Figure 17 
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Figure 18 

lnslrumenlo de Observaci6n- Running Record 
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Figure 19 

Evaluaci6n Desarrollo Lectura- Text Reading Level 
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